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1 I NTRODUCTION
1.1 M OTIVATION
One of the outstanding questions in glass physics is whether relaxational
dynamics—thermally-activated or externally-driven—is related to microstructural properties of glassy solids and, if so, how? In this thesis we present
our research on glasses which focuses on various approaches of characterizing
glassy micro-structures in canonical computer-glass models. The goal of this
research is putting forward novel structural analysis tools that will be useful in
establishing and understanding structure-dynamics relations in glassy solids and
deeply supercooled liquids.
In this introductory chapter we define glasses and discuss the key properties that
distinguish them from other solids. In Sections 1.2 and 1.3 we compare glassy to
crystalline solids and explain the differences between the two solidification processes. In Section 1.4 we describe the thermodynamic and in Section 1.5 the mechanical properties of glasses. In Section 1.6 we discuss the yielding transition as
well as the existing theoretical approaches used for describing it.

1.2 G LASSY SOLIDS
Glasses are amorphous solids; this means that, like other solids, they can indefinitely1 resist small shear deformations, exerting a restoring force in the form of
stress. However, they differ from crystalline solids by their microscopic structure—
crystals, unlike glasses, exhibit long-range order.
The meaning of long-range order can be visualised with the help of Figure 1.1.
In the figure, we show a cartoon illustrating the structural arrangement of particles inside a crystal (left panel), and inside a glass (right panel). Focusing on the
comparison between the crystal and the glass, we can see that the distances and
1 I.e.

on timescales longer than the longest experiment.

1
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F IGURE 1.1: A sketch of the different microstructures of crystals and glasses/liquids.
Molecules of crystals (left) have well-defined positions and inter-molecular distances
and angles. Glasses and liquids (right) consist of molecules whose average position is
well-defined, but there is no long-range order in the structure. In glasses, particles can
be caged by their neighbors (e.g. the violet particle in the right panel), giving rise to their
solidity. In this thesis we investigate the microstructure of different classes of glasses.

the positions of the neighbouring particles in the crystal are constant and form a
spatially periodic pattern. This pattern is determined by the forces acting between
the particles and it holds throughout the entire system. This means that knowledge
of the crystal unit cell is sufficient in order to understand the material properties
of crystals. On the other hand, particles in a glass do not exhibit long-range order,
and their positions are disordered throughout the system.
Remarkably, glasses and liquids have very similar structures: it is almost impossible to tell apart a glass from a liquid just by examining particle configurations.
This similarity underlines the mystery of the long-lasting problem of the glass transition, explained in the following section.

1.3 T HE GLASS TRANSITION
If a liquid is cooled sufficiently slowly, it will undergo a first-order phase transition and crystallize at its melting temperature Tm . However, crystallization is a
kinetic process whose associated time scales can be very large, sometimes much
larger than the structural relaxation time of the liquid. Consequently, if cooled sufficiently quickly, a liquid can be supercooled, namely it can be equilibrated below its

2
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V

liquid
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F IGURE 1.2: A sketch of the two possible cooling paths by which liquids solidify. At the
melting temperature Tm , a first order phase transition occurs (if the liquid is cooled
slowly enough), where the liquid crystallizes and solidifies. In the case of the glass
formation, the liquid is cooled below the melting temperature, but avoids crystallization. In this supercooled liquid regime, the viscosity develops a strong dependence on
temperature, until at the glass transition temperature Tg the system becomes too viscous
to flow—it becomes a solid.

melting temperature. The temperature range in which a liquid can be supercooled
is, however, limited: the liquid’s viscosity will typically increase stupendously at
a temperature of around 32 Tm —the glass transition temperature Tg —at which point
the liquid’s structural relaxation time will exceed the typical duration of experiments. At temperatures T ≤ Tg , the system is deemed a solid. The typical process
of glass formation is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The glass transition temperature Tg is conventionally defined as the temperature at which the viscosity of the material reaches 1013 poise [1], or alternatively,
when the structural relaxation time—the time it takes for the liquid to rearrange its
structure and forget about its history—exceeds 103 seconds.
Figure 1.2 shows a typical temperature–volume plot of a cooled down liquid. It
illustrates the continuous decrease in the liquid’s volume as it is cooled down, with
the slope being defined by the liquid’s volume coefficient of thermal expansion. At
temperature Tm , we observe a liquid-to-crystal transition with a discontinuous vol-
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F IGURE 1.3: Schematic potential energy landscape as proposed by Goldstein [2]. The potential energy landscape is a function of the system’s coordinates, whereas the regions of
the landscape sampled depend on temperature, pressure, etc. According to this picture,
glass formation corresponds to the trapping of the system in a basin whose barriers are
too large to overcome via thermal fluctuations alone.

ume drop. The solid then persists to T = 0, further decreasing in volume with a
slope corresponding to a typically lower expansion coefficient compared to that of
the liquid. As mentioned above, at sufficiently high cooling rates, crystallization
can be avoided and the system instead enters the supercooled regime, until the
glass transition temperature Tg is reached. In this case, there is no volume discontinuity, but the slope of V ( T ) changes to a smaller one, characteristic to the low
thermal expansion coefficient of a solid, and similar to that of crystals.
We can further illustrate the solidification process via the potential energy landscape picture, put forward by Goldstein in 1969 [2]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the potential energies of all the possible configurations of the system, with the global
minimum being that of a crystal. While the system is liquid, it has access to all
the possible configurations. As it is cooled down, and its energy is lowered, only
certain configurations remain available. If the cooling rate is sufficiently slow, the
system has time to sample all the relevant equilibrium states. Depending on its
initial state and the cooling rate, the system can end up being trapped in a local
minimum, with no way to surmount the surrounding barriers—it is a glass.
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The thermodynamic properties of glassy solids show interesting anomalous behavior compared to their crystalline counterparts, which can be seen both at low
temperatures as well as in the vicinity of the glass transition.
 
The specific heat C p at constant pressure p is defined as C p ≡

∂h
∂T

p

where h is

the enthalpy. It tells us how much heat needs to be added to a system at a constant
pressure in order to increase its temperature. Its dependence on temperature in the
vicinity of the glass transition is shown in Figure 1.4.
The entropy of the system S( T ) can be calculated from the specific heat by thermodynamic integration as
S( T2 ) − S( T1 ) =

Z T2
Cp (T )
T1

T

dT.

(1.1)

Here we note that the entropy of a crystal at T = 0 is zero. In Figure 1.4 we sketch
the dependence of the entropy on the temperature. We notice that, if the glass
transition is delayed long enough, the entropy of the supercooled liquid would be
lower than that of the crystal. This was first observed by Kauzmann, and the temperature at which the extrapolated entropy of the liquid meets the entropy of the
crystal is called the Kauzmann temperature TK [3]. In itself, this poses no problem
as it does not break any laws of thermodynamics. Still, if the glass transition was
postponed much further than TK , the glass would have negative entropy before it
reached T = 0, and this would imply the third law of thermodynamics is violated.
This was named the entropy crisis by Kauzmann and it sets the lower limit for the
glass transition temperature to be Tg ≥ TK . This means that, no matter how slowly
the liquid is cooled, the abrupt drop in C p will occur before TK is reached.
Away from the glass transition, glasses show universal anomalous behavior at
low temperatures (∼ 1 K) as well. For crystals, the Debye model predicts that
the specific heat behaves as C p ∼ T 3 [4]. Glasses, on the other hand, exhibit a
higher specific heat at low temperatures, and a C p ∼ T dependence is universally observed [5]. This behavior is not only ubiquitous in glasses, regardless of
their chemical properties or the preparation protocols, but is also observed in disordered crystals. Due to this similarity, the two-level system (TLS) model [6], used
for disordered crystals, can be adapted to explain the behavior of glasses. The increase in C p as compared with crystals is assumed to stem from the excess of lowtemperature excitations observed in glasses. The TLS model explains these states
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F IGURE 1.4: A schematic diagram of the temperature dependence of the specific heat C p
(left panel) and the specific entropy S (right panel).

by proposing that an atom (or a group of atoms) moves in a double well potential,
which arises from the disorder present in glasses. The system can tunnel from one
potential well to the other, thus increasing the number of possible states, a change
that can be directly observed in the specific heat.
In the next section we discuss several key mechanical properties of glasses.

1.5 T HE GLASSY PHASE — PROPERTIES OF GLASSES
1.5.1 D ENSITY OF STATES
The density of states (DOS) plays an important role in many mechanical [7], transport [8], and thermodynamic [5] properties of glasses. It describes the statistics of
typical curvatures of the multi-dimensional potential energy landscape of glasses.
Those curvatures determine the vibrational frequencies ω of normal modes, and
are obtained by the eigenvalue problem

M · Ψ̂ = ω 2 Ψ̂,
where

M≡

∂2 U
∂~x ∂~x

(1.2)

(1.3)

is the Hessian matrix of the potential energy U (~x ), which depends, in turn, on the
particle coordinates ~x. M is often referred to as the dynamical matrix.
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F IGURE 1.5: Low frequency form of the DOS D (ω ) vs. frequency ω, calculated for a 3D
computer glass of N = 64, 000 particles (the 3DIPL model, see Section 2.2 for details),
averaged over 100 independent realizations.

In this thesis we focus on models in which the potential energy consists of radiallysymmetric pairwise contributions, of the form
U=

∑ ϕij (rij ) ,

(1.4)

i< j

where ϕ(r ) is a pairwise interaction that only depends on the distance rij ≡ |~x j −~xi |
between the pair i, j. In this particular case, and denoting ϕ0 ≡ ∂ϕ/∂r and ϕ00 ≡
∂2 ϕ/∂r2 , the dynamical matrix takes the form
#
"
!
ϕij00
ϕij0
ϕij0
I .
(1.5)
Mk` = ∑ (δjk − δik )(δj` − δi` )
− 3 ~xij~xij +
rij
rij2
rij
i< j
The form of the density of states D (ω ) of elastic solids at low frequencies is predicted by the Debye model to be D (ω ) ∼ 1d¯ ω d¯−1 [4], where ω is the frequency,
ωD

d¯ is the number of spatial dimensions, and ω D is the Debye frequency, defined
and discussed below. The Debye model describes the distribution of the so-called
Goldstone modes, or phonons, which arise from breaking the continuous translational symmetry of the potential energy [9].
While the Debye model is valid for glasses as well as for crystals, a unique
feature of glasses are the excess low-frequency modes that are a consequence of
their intrinsic structural disorder. It has been shown [10, 11] in simple computer
glass models that the density of excess vibrational modes (on top of the phonons)
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behaves as D (ω ) ∼ ω 4 as ω → 0, irrespective of the preparation protocol of
the glass [12, 13] or spatial dimension [11]. These excess, disorder-induced, lowfrequency modes are presumably responsible for thermally activated and externally driven flow in glasses [7, 14].
An example of the low-frequency form of D (ω ) calculated in a computer glass
(3DIPL model, see Section 2.2 for details) is shown in Figure 1.5. The sharp peaks
observed at the lowest frequencies correspond to bands of phonons sharing approximately the same wavelength. The width of these phonon bands increases
with frequency [15], until they become comparable to the gaps between the bands.
At the lowest frequencies where the bands are sufficiently separated, disorderinduced vibrational modes can be seen in between the phonon bands. These
disorder-induced modes are discussed at length in Chapters 3 and 4.

1.5.2 E LASTICITY
One of the distinguishing features of solids is their response to external stress: as
opposed to liquids, solids typically display an elastic regime, in which their deformation is proportional to the load (for small stresses, in the linear regime). Here
we discuss the definition of the elastic moduli, which determine how the energy
varies with imposed deformations.
The theory of elasticity for isotropic solids assumes an expansion of the energy
density ε = U/V in terms of a strain tensor e (discussed further below) of the form
ε = 12 λ Tre

2

+ µTre2 ,

(1.6)

where λ, µ are known as the Lamé coefficients. Alternatively, it is convenient to
employ a similar expansion of the energy density in terms of the macroscopic stiffnesses associated with two types of deformation: (i ) volumetric strain, which compresses or decompresses the sample isotropically, leading to a volume change, and
(ii ) shear strain, which changes the shape of the sample, but preserves its volume. The associated stiffnesses to these deformations are known as the bulk modulus K = λ + 2µ/d¯ and the shear modulus G = µ, respectively.
The expansion in Equation (1.6) depends on two unknown material parameters—
the Lamé coefficients, or, alternatively, the shear and bulk elastic moduli. But what
determines those coefficients, given a particular form of interaction between the
constituent particles of a material? Here we aim at presenting the atomistic expressions for the bulk and shear moduli, given a potential energy U. To this aim, we
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assume that coordinates ~x are transformed as ~x → H · ~x, where H is a linear (affine)
transformation (not to be confused with the Hessian matrix) from which the strain
tensor e is constructed as

(1.7)
e = 21 H T · H − I ,

and I is the identity tensor. We next discuss the conventional forms and parametrizations for the transformation H, that will lead to the microscopic theory of elastic
moduli.

S HEAR STRAIN
We consider transformations H = H (γ) parametrized by a shear strain parameter
γ, of the form


1 γ 0
H= 0 1 0 ,
(1.8)
0 0 1
leading to a (3D) strain tensor of the form


0 γ 0
HT · H − I
1
e=
=
γ γ2 0  .
2
2
0 0 0

(1.9)

C OMPRESSIVE / EXPANSIVE STRAIN
We consider transformations H = H (η ) parametrized by an expansive strain parameter η, of the form

1+η
0
H= 0
1+η
0 ,
0
0
1+η


(1.10)

leading to a (3D) strain tensor of the form

2η + η 2
0
0
1
.
e= 
0
2η + η 2
0
2
2
0
0
2η + η


(1.11)
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ATOMISTIC THEORY FOR ELASTIC MODULI

Having in hand the transformations H parametrized in terms of the relevant strain
parameters, we can now write down the atomistic expressions for shear and bulk
moduli. A comprehensive discussion on how these are derived in the athermal
limit T → 0 can be found in [16]. Here we trace out the key component of the
derivations: derivatives with respect to a deformation parameter (given in what
follows in terms of the shear strain parameter γ, for the sake of simplicity) are
carried out by applications of the operator
∂
d~xna ∂
d
=
+
·
,
dγ
∂γ
dγ ∂~x

(1.12)

~xna
where ddγ
are unknown Lagrange multipliers—commonly referred to as the nonaffine displacements—that are determined by demanding that mechanical equilibrium
is maintained under the imposed deformation. This constraint can be written in
terms of the net forces ~F = −∂U/∂~x as

d~F
∂~F d~xna ∂~F
=
+
·
= 0.
dγ
∂γ
dγ ∂~x

(1.13)

~

Identifying M = − ∂∂~Fx , and rearranging in favor of the nonaffine displacements,
one finds
d~xna
∂~F
= M −1 ·
.
(1.14)
dγ
∂γ
The derivative operator in the athermal limit T → 0 then reads:
d
∂
∂~F
∂
=
+
· M −1 ·
.
dγ
∂γ ∂γ
∂~x

(1.15)

Employing this form, the resulting expressions for the shear and bulk moduli read
!
~
∂
F
1 d2 U
1 ∂2 U
∂~F
G ≡
=
−
· M −1 ·
,
(1.16)
V dγ2
V ∂γ2
∂γ
∂γ
!
~
1 d2 U
1 dU
1
∂2 U
∂~F
∂
F
1 ∂U
K ≡
−
= 2
−
· M −1 ·
−
. (1.17)
2 dη 2
2
Vd¯ dη
∂η
∂η
Vd¯ ∂η
∂η
Vd¯
Vd¯
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1.6 R ESPONSE TO EXTERNAL DEFORMATION — THE YIELDING TRANSITION
A conventional frequency
scale derived from elastic moduli is the Debye freR ωD
quency, defined via 0 D (ω )dω = 1 [4], giving
ωD =

18π 2 ( N/V )
3
−3
2c−
s + c`

!1/3
,

(1.18)

where cs , c` are the shear and longitudinal wave speeds given by
s
cs ≡

G
ρ

s
and

c` ≡


K + 2 − d2¯ G
,
ρ

(1.19)

respectively.

1.6 R ESPONSE TO EXTERNAL DEFORMATION — THE
YIELDING TRANSITION

1.6.1 P HENOMENOLOGY
For small imposed strains, the stress of a glass grows linearly with the strain. However upon larger deformations, when the stress approaches the yield stress σY ,
large-scale plastic flow sets in, and the stress becomes stationary. Characteristic
stress-strain curves measured for a metallic glass (borrowed from [17]) under shear
are shown in Figure 1.6.
Crystalline solids exhibit plastic flow as a consequence of the motion of dislocations in the lattice structure, which act as carriers of plastic deformation. In contrast, plastic flow in glasses cannot be explained by the motion of structural defects
in analogy with lattice dislocations in crystals. However, it is well established that
plastic deformation in glasses are a consequence of local arrangements of particles that accommodate shear strain. These local rearrangements—known as shear
transformations—are local clusters of a few tens of particles that undergo an inelastic
shear distortion from one configuration to another, possibly crossing an activated
configuration of higher energy and/or volume [18, 19]. These rearrangements have
been identified in experiments on bubble rafts [18], foams [20], emulsions [21, 22],
and colloidal glasses [22, 23], as well as in atomistic computer simulations of model
glasses [24, 25]. An example of a shear transformation observed in a loaded computer glass is shown in Figure 1.7. Shear transformations have been studied and
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F IGURE 1.6: Left: the geometry of simple shear deformation. Right: stress-strain curves
measured in a metallic glass at T = 548K, shown for an “as cast” and an annealed
sample, figure borrowed from [17].

observed in a variety of simulated systems and potentials [25–30], suggesting that
they are a common feature of amorphous solids, although their properties depend
on the specific material they occur in. Additionally, since the material is globally
an elastic solid, these local plastic events can induce a long-range redistribution
of the stress field in their surroundings, which can trigger further instabilities and
stress relaxation elsewhere in the system [31]. This elastic coupling is presumably
responsible for the shear banding patterns observed in deformed metallic glasses,
see e.g. Figure 1.7.
Can the loci in which shear transformations are likely to occur be a-priori identified? To answer this question, we must first dive into a linear micromechanical
stability analysis of athermally-deformed glasses, explained in the following section.

1.6.2 T HE MICROMECHANICS OF PLASTIC INSTABILITIES
In this section we perform a micromechanical stability analysis and formulate the
physics of plastic instabilities within the potential energy landscape picture. The
derivation is inspired by previous work [33–37].
Consider an athermal disordered solid deformed quasistatically, i.e. in the limit of
a vanishing deformation rate γ̇ → 0. Under these assumptions, the system always
resides in a local minimum of the potential energy U (~x ), as long as it is mechan-
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F IGURE 1.7: Left: an example of a shear transformation as seen in a 2D computer glass
subjected to shear deformation. Right: the collective dynamics of shear transformations
exhibits self-organization into patterns known as shear bands, seen in this image of a
deformed metallic glass (borrowed from [32]).

ically stable. The conditions for mechanical stability are that

∂U
∂~x

= 0, and that all
are positive (apart from the zeroeigenvalues of the dynamical matrix M =
modes that appear due to translational/rotational symmetries). We wish to study
how the eigenvalues of M change with the imposed deformation, parametrized
by the strain parameter γ. The eigenmode decomposition of the dynamical matrix
is
∂2 U
∂~x ∂~x

N d¯

M=

∑ λl Ψ̂l Ψ̂l ,

(1.20)

l =0

where the eigenvalues λl = ωl2 are the squares of vibrational frequencies ωl , and
their associated eigenmodes Ψ̂l satisfy the eigenvalue equation

M · Ψ̂l = λl Ψ̂l
=⇒ λl = M : Ψ̂l Ψ̂l ,

(1.21)
(1.22)

where : denotes double contraction. Our end goal is to derive an equation of mol
tion for dλ
dγ . Following the formulation as given in Equation (1.15) and its preced13
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ing discussion, one finds
.
dλl
dM
∂M
d~xna
=
: Ψ̂l Ψ̂l =
: Ψ̂l Ψ̂l + U 000 ..Ψ̂l Ψ̂l
,
dγ
dγ
∂γ
dγ
where we denote U 000 ≡
find

∂3 U
∂~x ∂~x ∂~x .

(1.23)

Inserting Equation (1.14) into Equation (1.23), we


.
U 000 ..Ψ̂l Ψ̂l Ψ̂m Ψ̂m ·
dλl
∂M
=
: Ψ̂l Ψ̂l − ∑
dγ
∂γ
λm
m
2

∂2 U
∂~x ∂γ


,

(1.24)

~

U
= ∂∂~Fx . Equation (1.24) describes the deformation
where we have identified ∂∂~x∂γ
dynamics of all eigenvalues of M. We now focus on the lowest eigenvalue, denoted
by λc . Let us denote with γc the strain value at which a plastic instability occurs.
As γ → γc and λc → 0, the right hand side in Equation (1.24) becomes dominated
by the term in the sum pertaining to the destabilizing mode Ψ̂c associated with the
vanishing eigenvalue λc . Thus, as γ → γc we can write

dλc
dγ

γ → γc

'−

τc νc
,
λc

(1.25)

.
where τc ≡ U 000 ..Ψ̂c Ψ̂c Ψ̂c is the asymmetry of the destabilizing mode Ψ̂c , and its
∂2 U
shear-force coupling is νc ≡ ∂γ∂
~x · Ψ̂c . This differential equation can be trivially
solved for λc , with the boundary condition λc (γc ) = 0, as
√
√
λ p (γ → γc ) ' 2τc νc γc − γ,
(1.26)
where we have assumed that τc and νc are regular as γ → γc .

How does the energy barrier, separating the local minimum in which the system
resides from another nearby local minimum to which the system drops, depend on
the deformation γ? Let us define δUΨ̂c (s) as the variation of the potential energy
upon displacing the particles about the inherent state ~x0 according to δ~x ≡ ~x −~x0 =
sΨ̂c . We can expand δUΨ̂c (s) for small s as
δUΨ̂c (s) ' 21 λc s2 + 61 τc s3 .
14

(1.27)
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Equation (1.27) can be used to find the saddle point s? = −2 λτcc , with a magnitude
δUΨ̂c (s? ) '

3
2 λ3c
∼ ( γc − γ ) 2 .
3 τc2

(1.28)

Finally, we can estimate how far from the instability strain Equation (1.26) holds by
comparing the stiffness associated with the lowest energy shear wave in a system
of linear size L to the stiffness of the destabilizing mode λc . The former is expected
√
√
to scale as L−2 , while the latter is proportional to τc νc γc − γ. In conclusion,
Equation (1.26) is expected to hold up to the strain intervals γc − γ . 1/(τc νc L4 ).
Equation (1.26) can also give us insights into the macroscopic mechanics; for
example, using Equation (1.26) we can work out the scaling behavior of the shear
modulus µ as a plastic instability is approached. Under athermal conditions, the
shear modulus is given by Equation (1.16); as λc → 0 near an instability strain γc ,
the second term on the RHS of Equation (1.16) can be written as
∂~F
∂~F
−
· M −1 ·
= −∑
∂γ
∂γ
`



∂~F
∂γ

· Ψ̂l

λl

2



'−

∂~F
∂γ

· Ψ̂c

λc

2

=−

νc2
,
λc

(1.29)

where we only kept the singular term of the sum over vibrational modes. As γ →
γc , λ p → 0, then the shear modulus is expected to scale as
1
µ∼− √
.
V γc − γ

(1.30)

Consequently, the departure of the stress σ from its value at the instability strain σc
is expected to behave as
√
γc − γ
.
(1.31)
σ − σc ∼
V

1.6.3 T HEORETICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF ELASTO - PLASTICITY
In this section, we review some of the existing theoretical approaches to elastoplasticity and the rheology of glassy solids.
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S HEAR T RANSFORMATION Z ONES THEORY
A basic description of the spatially localized plastic deformations is the Shear Transformation Zones (STZ) theory [38]. This is a mean-field description which adds a
new time-dependent state variable to the dynamic description of the system under
shear stress.
In the context of the STZ theory, shear transformation zones are geometrically
identifiable regions of the material susceptible to shear stress. Furthermore, STZs
are assumed to be two-state systems, where the particle arrangements of the two
configurations are elongated along the two perpendicular directions which are the
principal axes of the applied shear stress. The transitions between the two states
constitute an elementary increment of strain.
The flow rate in the STZ theory is given by
γ̇ = Vz ∆ε ( R+ n+ − R− n− ) ,

(1.32)

where Vz is the typical volume of a STZ, ∆ε is the increment of the local shear strain,
± are the two states of the STZ, R± are the rates at which the ± states transform to
∓ states and n± are the number densities of the zones in the ± states. Additionally, the equations of motion of the STZ distribution must include the equations of
motion for the densities of the STZ, which are
ṅ± = R∓ n∓ − R± n± − C1 (σγ̇)n± + C2 (σ γ̇).

(1.33)

Here, σ is the shear stress. From the last two terms of this equation, we notice that
the STZs can be annihilated and created at rates proportional to the rate at which
the irreversible plastic work is being done on the system. An implicit assumption
made here is that the annihilation and creation rates of STZs depend only on the
rate at which the work is being done on the system as a whole, and that there is no
correlation between the position at which the work is being done and the location
of the annihilation or creation of the STZ.
S OFT GLASSY RHEOLOGY
The STZ model description assumes that the STZs relax independently and it does
not take into account the spatial correlations induced by the interactions between
the zones. Soft Glassy Rheology (SGR), on the other hand, assumes that the STZs
are coupled to each other via an effective temperature [39–41].
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In SGR, rather than defining STZs, we divide the sample into mesoscopic regions
with a local strain variable l and the corresponding local stress kl. The local strain
is assumed to be approximately uniform within a region, but spatially inhomogeneous within the sample. The macroscopic stress is an average over all the regions,
σ = hkl i.
In an undeformed sample, all l = 0. Applying shear stress on the sample causes
elastic deformations of the regions away from their local equilibrium configurations up to the maximal shear strain lY . At this yield point, the region rearranges
into a new local equilibrium configuration with l = 0 in order to release stress. The
mesoscopic strain relative to its nearest equilibrium therefore exhibits a sawtooth
behavior as the macroscopic strain is increased, i.e. γ̇ = l.˙
In order to capture the disorder of glassy materials, in the SGR model, the yielding events depend on local E = 12 klY2 which are not uniform throughout the system.
The yield energies for freshly yielded elements are selected from a prior distribution and are uncorrelated with each other. Furthermore, the SGR theory assumes
that the regions have a certain probability for yielding in a unit time interval. By
introducing this probability, elements beyond their yield point yield exponentially
quickly, but even unstrained elements can yield by activation over the energy barrier E. These activation effects capture non-linear couplings to other elements by
an effective “noise temperature”.
The state of the sample is characterized by the probability function P(l, E; t) and
evolves according to
1 2
∂
∂
P(l, E; t) = −γ̇ P − Γ0 e−( E− 2 kl )/x P + Γ(t)ρ( E)δ(l ).
∂t
∂l

(1.34)

The first term on the right hand side of this expression describes the elastic deformations and uses the mean-field assumption that γ̇ = l.˙ The second term describes
the yielding events as a product of a constant “attempt frequency” Γ0 and an exponential probability for activation over the energy barrier E − 12 kl 2 with an effective
temperature x. Finally, the third term describes the instantaneous relaxation of the
regions to their new equilibrium positions after yielding. As mentioned, E is uncorrelated with the previous one for a given region and is drawn randomly from the
distribution ρ( E). The delta function accounts for the fact that after yielding, the
region is in an unstressed state of local equilibrium with l = 0. The total yielding
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rate Γ(t) is given as
Γ ( t ) = Γ0

Z

1 2
P(l, E; t)e−( E− 2 kl )/x dE dl.

(1.35)

The SGR model can be exactly solved by two coupled constitutive equations, one
of which expresses strain as an integral over stress history, while the other imposes
the conservation of probability [40, 41]. The state distribution can be obtained analytically in a number of special cases, most practically in the case of steady shear
flow γ̇ = const. [39].
The SGR theory reproduces many of the phenomena observed in soft glassy materials including linear response, responses to step strains, and aging.
E LASTO - PLASTIC MODELS
As we have discussed, flow in glassy materials occurs through a succession of elastic deformations and plastic rearrangements following local yield events. It has
been observed numerically and in experiments [42–47] that these local events induce long-range spatial correlations, which may induce correlations between plastic events not captured by the STZ and SGR models. An alternative to these theories is offered by elasto-plastic models. Elasto-plastic models assume the existence
of a yield stress and, instead of trying to explain its microscopic origins, focus on
explaining the large-scale consequences of the deformations [31, 48–52].
A common feature of elasto-plastic models is that the sample material is discretized on a lattice—it is divided into elementary blocks i (assumed to represent
several particles) that carry a shear stress σi , and the system is described in terms
of the block stress distribution Pi (σ, t). Local yield stresses, as well as the elastic modulus, can be chosen to be spatially homogeneous or heterogeneous. The
block stress distribution evolves via an elastic response under an externally imposed shear γ̇; via stress relaxation due to local plastic events (which corresponds
to a shear transformation); or via stress modification due to the plastic events occurring in other blocks, which is transmitted among the blocks by elastic interactions.
The elastic coupling between blocks implies that successive shear transformations are not independent, and its inclusion is a key difference between elastoplastic models and the STZ and SGR models. A local plastic yielding event
at a particular site affects its surroundings, which react by acquiring an internal stress change. This plastic perturbation can trigger novel plastic events and
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lead to avalanches. There are several ways of including elastic effects in the
model [31, 53]—the equation of elastic equilibrium can be solved exactly numerically, approximately using a multipolar expansion, or the details of the elastic interaction can be ignored in the mean field approach (assuming that the elastic relaxation or transformed region is compensated by a constant elastic stress everywhere
else).
Some elasto-plastic models [54] are consistent with the well-known Herschel–
Bulkley relation
γ̇ ∼ (σ − σY ) β ,
(1.36)

where σY is the yield stress and β is an exponent which depends on the assumed
elastic interaction field. One weakness of elasto-plastic models is that they offer no
predictive power of the yield stress of a material, which depends instead on the
models’ parameters.
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The backbone of the work presented in this thesis are the models and methods
used for computer simulations of glassy materials. In this chapter, we describe
and explain those models and give the technical details used in the simulations.
We give a brief introduction to molecular dynamics simulations in Section 2.1
and cover many of the details used in the simulations in the remaining sections.
Section 2.2 contains the definitions of all the relevant physical parameters of the
simulated systems. The leapfrog and event tree algorithms are detailed in Section 2.3, whereas the procedure of system generation is described in Section 2.4.
Finally, in Section 2.5 we describe the athermal quasistatic deformation simulations.

2.1 I NTRODUCTION TO MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are a technique for computing equilibrium
and non-equilibrium properties of classical many-body systems. An MD simulation is very similar to an experiment: the systems have to be prepared in a particular way and they are then left to evolve for a set amount of time. Finally, we can
measure any observable accessible by an experiment, in addition to many observables that are experimentally inaccessible.
MD works by simulating a physical system, glass in our case, in the most
physically-transparent way possible. Our systems typically comprise of N particles that interact via a predetermined pairwise potential, described in Section 2.2.
The simulation keeps track of the positions of the particles at a given instance in
time and, by calculating the forces that act on them, predicts their motion on the
basis of Newton’s equations of motion.
Using a computer simulation has certain advantages over performing an actual
experiment. For one, in a simulation, we are able to precisely determine the positions and the number of particles in our system. We also have more control over
the system parameters, like temperature and density. That being said, simulations
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work with models, not real glasses, and should be used alongside experiments.

2.2 G LASS MODEL PARAMETERS
As mentioned above, we model glasses by simulating the interaction of N particles
in an artificial space, a cube with side length L. Each particle is tracked by its
position vector and velocity vector.
An important parameter in hard sphere systems is the packing fraction φ. The
packing fraction is defined as the ratio of the total volume of the particles and the
volume of system, i.e.
∑ N Vi
φ = i =1 ,
(2.1)
V
where Vi is the volume of the ith particle, and V = L3 is the total volume of the
system.
In order to calculate the volumes of the particles, we need to assign radii to them.
Though this seems like a trivial matter, it is important to note that if the particles
were all of the same size, they would not form a glass, but crystallize instead. In
order to create a glass, we need to introduce frustration against crystallization to
ensure the system remains disordered. We use one of two methods to do this,
creating bidisperse or polydisperse systems.
To create a bidisperse system, half of the particles, chosen at random, are set to
be “large”, and the other half “small”. Setting the ratio of the radii of the “large” to
“small” particles to be 1.4 is known to be an effective way to frustrate crystallization.
In the case of a polydisperse system, we assign a random radius to each particle.
The radii are chosen from either a uniform or a normal distribution in the simulations we discuss. The measure of polydispersity is then calculated as the ratio
of the standard deviation to the mean value of the distribution. The probability of
crystallization happening decreases with increasing polydispersity of the particle
sizes. The exact value of polydispersity that is needed to stop the crystallization
depends on the system. After the radii are assigned to the particles, we can choose
a desired packing fraction by setting the size of the system with Equation (2.1).
The next step in our simulation is to decide on the interaction potential of the
system. In this thesis, several interaction potentials were used: Lennard–Jones,
harmonic, inverse power-law, and hard sphere potentials.
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The Lennard–Jones potential is
 

σ 12  σ 6
ϕLJ (r ) = 4ε
−
,
r
r

(2.2)

where ε is a parameter that determines the depth of the potential well, r is the distance between the particles, and σ is a length scale parameter that allows us to set
the distance at which the potential changes from repulsive to attractive, sometimes
referred to as the van der Waals radius. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, the Lennard–
Jones potential at long range is negative and close to zero. As the distance between
two particles is decreased, the potential remains negative, indicating an attractive
force between them. As the distance between the particles is further decreased,
beyond the characteristic separation σ, the potential changes sign and the force between the particles becomes repulsive. We refer to this model in 2D as the 2DBLJ
computer glass model.
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F IGURE 2.1: Lennard–Jones (left panel), harmonic (middle panel) and inverse–power-law
potentials (right panel). The Lennard–Jones potential is repulsive for r < σ and attractive at larger ranges. The harmonic potential is repulsive between overlapping particles
and zero otherwise. The inverse power-law shown here has n = 10, and is a strongly
repulsive potential that quickly decays to zero.
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H ARMONIC DISCS MODEL
The harmonic potential between particles i and j, also shown in Figure 2.1, is described by
 
 ε r − (σ + σ )2 if r < σ + σ ,
i
j
i
j
(2.3)
ϕharmonic (r ) = 2
0
else,
where r = |ri − r j |, and σi and σj are the radii of particles i and j respectively. The
harmonic potential describes particles which interact via a (one-sided) Hookean
spring when overlapping, and do not interact otherwise.
T HE INVERSE POWER - LAW MODEL
The inverse power-law is a simple, strongly repulsive potential, defined as
( h n
2` i
q
ε σr + ∑`=0 c2` σr
, if r/σ < xc ,
ϕIPL (r ) =
0
else,

(2.4)

where the parameter n is used to set the stiffness of the potential. The inverse
power-law potential shown in Figure 2.1 uses n = 10. The extra sum ensures that
the potential and q derivatives vanish continuously at the dimensionless cutoff xc .
The coefficients c2` , determined by demanding that VIPL (r ) vanishes continuously
up to q derivatives, are given by
c 2` =

(n + 2q)!!
(−1)`+1
−(n+2`)
x
.
(2q − 2`)!!(2`)!! (n − 2)!!(n + 2`) c

(2.5)

We typically chose the parameters xc = 1.48, n = 10, and q = 3. In this thesis, we
refer to the 2D (3D) version of this model as 2DIPL (3DIPL).
H ARD SPHERES
The hard sphere potential is defined as
(
∞
ϕHS (r ) =
0
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if r < σi + σj ,
else.

(2.6)

2.3 S IMULATION ALGORITHMS
It describes interactions between hard, non-deformable spheres which prohibit
mutual overlapping, but do not interact otherwise.
The final parameter we need to set is the temperature T of the system. It is chosen
to define the mean kinetic energy of the system as
d¯
Ek
= k B T,
N
2

(2.7)

where d¯ is the number of dimensions and k B is the Boltzmann constant. Throughout this thesis, k B T is set to unity in hard sphere systems.

2.3 S IMULATION ALGORITHMS
After choosing the system parameters, the forward-time evolution of the simulation is done in one of two ways, depending on the interaction potential of the system. The leapfrog integration method is used for all of the soft potentials. Because
the interactions of the hard spheres only occur via collisions, they require special
treatment of the event driven algorithm.

2.3.1 L EAPFROG ALGORITHM
The leapfrog algorithm is one of the simplest and most widely used integration
schemes. It uses the equations of motion to advance the system through time. If
our time step is ∆t, and we want to advance the system from time t to time t + ∆t,
we must first calculate the accelerations of the particles. Since the masses of our
particles are typically set to unity, the accelerations are equivalent to the forces

~Fi = −∇i ∑ ϕij .

(2.8)

j 6 =i

Here, ~Fi is the force acting on the ith particle and ϕij is the potential between the
ith and jth particle. Now we can update the velocities of the particles by

~vi (t + ∆t/2) = ~vi (t − ∆t/2) + ∆t~Fi .

(2.9)

It is important to note here that we are calculating the velocities of the particles at
the half points between two steps. This is done so that the velocities are approximately equal to the average velocities of the particles. Finally, we can calculate the
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new positions of the particles at time t + ∆t as

~ri (t + ∆t) = ~ri (t) + ∆t~vi (t + ∆t/2).

(2.10)

Repeating this process from Equation (2.8) on, we can advance our system any
desired number of times until the end time is reached.

2.3.2 E VENT DRIVEN ALGORITHM
Hard sphere systems pose a special problem for simulations. Since there are no
long-range interactions, most of the time there are no changes to the velocities of
the particles. This means that computation time can be saved by dealing only with
collisions of particles, when a change in their velocities happens. This approach is
taken by the event driven algorithm. It works by deconstructing the entire simulation into an array of time-ordered events, like collisions, and handling them one at
a time. The details of the event driven algorithm can be found in [55]. Below, we
present a summary for completeness.

C OLLISIONS
In order to illustrate how the event driven algorithm handles collisions, let us consider two particles, i and j, separated by a distance ~r ≡ ~ri −~r j and with the relative
velocity ~v ≡ ~vi − ~v j . If the particles have radii σi and σj , then the collision will
happen if and when their separation becomes |~r | = σ ≡ σi + σj . If this is to occur,
it will happen at some time τ in the future defined by

|~r + ~vτ | = σ,

(2.11)

where we only look at the smaller positive solution of the above equation. If τ <
0, then the collision happened in the past, whereas the larger positive solution
corresponds to the case that the same separation occurs if the particle trajectories
are extended beyond the collision point.
If the solution for τ exists, it is of the form
p
−b − b2 − ~v2 (~r2 − σ2 )
τ=
,
(2.12)
~v2
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where b = ~r · ~v. The result of the collisions is a simple change in the velocities
∆~vi = −∆~v j = −

b
~r,
σ2

(2.13)

which preserves the energy and the momentum (keeping in mind that, in our simulations, all the particles have the same mass).
The algorithm we described so far tracks where all the particles are and when
the next collisions will happen. In order to progress the simulation, we locate the
first next collision, update the entire system to that point in time, and process the
collision itself by the momentum exchange. We can make this process more efficient computationally by only updating the position of the particles that are a part
of the event, since all of the others experience no significant change. This speeds
up our simulation, but now the particles do not exist at the same point in time.
This means that we also need to keep track of when each particle is.
In order to make all of this work, we need an efficient event calendar that keeps
track of what event is next, and how to add and delete the events when a collision
occurs.
E VENT T REE
The scheme we use for the event tree is based on a binary tree data structure. Each
scheduled event is a node in the tree, and each node keeps track of the details of the
event. New nodes are added to the tree in such a way that an event that happens
earlier than its parent node is always to its left, while the events happening later
are to the right.
After a collision, since the velocities of each participant are changed, we need
to be able to easily locate every scheduled event that contains those particles and
delete them from the tree. In order to do this, all the events are also linked to two
looped lists. These lists contain all the events in which the same particle appears.
The reason for two lists is to allow us to track all the events where a particular
particle is the first in the pair, as well as where it is the second. For the sake of
performance, these lists are doubly linked, so it is possible to traverse them in both
directions.
So far we have only talked about collisions; however, our simulations use other
events as well, which are described below in O THER EVENTS. An example of a tree
that uses collision and cell-crossing events is shown in Figure 2.2. In the bottomright we have the curriculum vitae of an event, represented as a node in the tree.
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Each node has its unique identity number (ID). It is also linked with its parent node
p, left node l, and right node r. As already mentioned, all the nodes left of a reference node represent events that happen earlier than it, while the right ones represent events that happen after it. Each event also keeps track of its participants—A
and B. In a collision, A is the first particle, and B is the second one, but this order is
arbitrary and depends on the exact implementation. In the case of a cell-crossing,
A represents the particle that is moving, while B corresponds to the wall of the
cell the particle is going to cross (e.g. + x means that the particle is going to cross
the wall in the positive direction of the x axis). The two looped lists that are used
to quickly find all the events in which a certain particle participates make use of
the fact that every particle has its own, unique cell-crossing event. That makes
those events perfect reference points for the list. We can traverse that list via the
remaining event parameters. Al and Ar are connected to the left or right event, respectively, that also have particle A as its first participant. Bl and Br do the same for
particle B in the position of the second participant. Both looped lists are connected
to the cell-crossing event of the particle in question.
The pool, on the top-right of Figure 2.2, is a list of all the empty events we have
available. When an event is deleted, it is returned to the pool. The total number of
available events is limited in the code before the simulation starts. It has to be large
enough so that all the events can be represented. On the other hand, the larger the
number of events, the more memory the simulation uses. In our work, we have
used 6 events per particle in total.
In order to illustrate how the tree works, let us imagine that we want to add an
event that is to happen at time t x = 4.3 to the tree in Figure 2.2. First, we use the
next available empty event, with ID 11 in our case. We would then fill all the details
as shown in the bottom-right of the figure, except for the parent (as a new event, it
will not have any offspring). As for the choice of Al , Ar , Bl , and Br the convention
in our code dictates that the new event is added immediately to the right of the
relevant cell-crossing event. For example, if A = 3, we would set Al = 3 and
Ar = 7, as that is the event whose place it is taking in the loop. Similarly, we fill
the details for the B loop. Next, we add the event to the tree. To do this, we start
at the root. The root does not represent any real event, it is only used as an access
point for the rest of the tree. Then, we compare our time t x with the time of the
next event in the tree, which is 6.4, in our case. Since t x < 6.4, we move to the left
offspring with ID 10. Repeating the procedure, and noting that t x > 4.7, we move
to the right offspring with ID 1. Finally, t x < 5.3, and since there is no offspring to
the left of the event with ID 1, we can set the value p = 1 for our new event, and
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2.3 S IMULATION ALGORITHMS

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
<latexit

0

11
<latexit sha1_base64="pkh+3EqRX8o2BhHCnFhrIuvsEoA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="e3Ye3KrppmFYmPggatuNVqY2npM=">AAAD23icbZNPb9MwGMa9hj+j/NvGkUtFhcQhiuw0TdvbBAc4bqjdJi1lshOnjRrHke0OOisnbsCRfSO+BN8Gt0sJTXilSK+e3/Paj+Q3JE8TqSD8vdey7t1/8HD/Ufvxk6fPnh8cHp1JvhQhnYQ85eKCYEnTJKMTlaiUXuSCYkZSek4W79b8/JoKmfBsrFY5nTI8y5I4CbEy0unw6qALHbipTrNBZdMFZZ1cHbZ+BREPl4xmKkyxlJcI5mqqsVBJmNKiHSwlzXG4wDN6adoMMyqnepO06Lw2StSJuTBfpjob9d8J/eXOuKNhJuWKETPNsJrLOluL/2VrJcc3vIQ7jLDdO4jAC6p2tUiuQxoto59DzhjOIh3Mw0J/0kGEZzMqihrMS3qdz3GmOKt8NaNgSaGDdSrBdNKkUUWjJo0rGjcprSit07Go4LgRn8TbVCRupiIxryg3tB1ENDZ7t3kynaeF/vj+baHRYGQj6Nuu6xc1S7S1oJHt92zU79cc5K/DN2cgG43cmmO1vcb1+raLkO3BusOcIWak0NDp+yPPG9rQ6Q37A+iaBvou8kwus/eovuXN5sx1UM+Bp1732Cn/gH3wErwCbwACA3AMPoATMAEhoOA7+Aluran11fpm/biztvbKmRdgp6zbP/G+SWc=</latexit>

8

<latexit sha1_base64="ASJ3hx5mfRSGEXLu0XZOYYoSvok=">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</latexit>

14

6

<latexit sha1_base64="whWfFgBRrLUNzONlSdtqbAKtJv0=">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</latexit>

13
<latexit sha1_base64="w5HvIJRzxjIK2B31RGpxyx605eU=">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</latexit>

6.4
<latexit sha1_base64="DlQ13Nb1M1v6L7nXeX78c0z75FE=">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</latexit>

root

<latexit sha1_base64="zpT80qSG6blbBqf+Awxrg1M40+U=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="s3fkNL+suOwNgSfrgwASkyyNmuM=">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</latexit>

7
9

<latexit sha1_base64="K6h+BpFIKqUzXMruT7JAidazdk4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Xsw+7RncaUQzh4aKLzhUuLQx29Q=">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</latexit>

3
2

<latexit sha1_base64="K6h+BpFIKqUzXMruT7JAidazdk4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Xsw+7RncaUQzh4aKLzhUuLQx29Q=">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</latexit>

pool

3
2

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="P87SPfklvALu7QKayf4AkHMYDyk=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="I8zK9VFj1oLKYgk0tlg7vPUnfJo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zXwi7ODL9j7Z1duCGgBTnKXXBpU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nMzH/KeSy9ja9R9TSSvhd8Nfe0I=">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</latexit>

4.7

5

<latexit sha1_base64="zXwi7ODL9j7Z1duCGgBTnKXXBpU=">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</latexit>

4

7.5
<latexit sha1_base64="cganDSu/Lkt6mz9gwouC+saxPG0=">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</latexit>

5

<latexit sha1_base64="zXwi7ODL9j7Z1duCGgBTnKXXBpU=">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</latexit>

1

5

<latexit sha1_base64="nMzH/KeSy9ja9R9TSSvhd8Nfe0I=">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</latexit>

4

+x

1

<latexit sha1_base64="0+AqYKypucGiNaTiBgrzOJRcVHQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0+AqYKypucGiNaTiBgrzOJRcVHQ=">AAAD23icbZNPb9MwGMa9hj+j/NvgyKWiQuIQRXaapOttggMcN9Ruk5Yy2YnTRo3jyHYHxcqJG3Bk34gvwbfB7VJCE14p0qvn97z2I/kNKbJUK

<latexit sha1_base64="k1fU54g7DVmODZkwasHAeqPyEZ4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="s3fkNL+suOwNgSfrgwASkyyNmuM=">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</latexit>

9

1
<latexit sha1_base64="0+AqYKypucGiNaTiBgrzOJRcVHQ=">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</latexit>

1.6
<latexit sha1_base64="o4F6ByJxJJNradXspfE+OupJR4g=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nMzH/KeSy9ja9R9TSSvhd8Nfe0I=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Xsw+7RncaUQzh4aKLzhUuLQx29Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zXwi7ODL9j7Z1duCGgBTnKXXBpU=">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</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="Xsw+7RncaUQzh4aKLzhUuLQx29Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="H+ft3JF/BEG/RLKELwl7aCXcLmc=">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</latexit>

4
2

<latexit sha1_base64="K6h+BpFIKqUzXMruT7JAidazdk4=">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</latexit>

5.3
1
<latexit sha1_base64="0+AqYKypucGiNaTiBgrzOJRcVHQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="K6h+BpFIKqUzXMruT7JAidazdk4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="w5HvIJRzxjIK2B31RGpxyx605eU=">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</latexit>

+x

13

<latexit sha1_base64="k1fU54g7DVmODZkwasHAeqPyEZ4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="w5HvIJRzxjIK2B31RGpxyx605eU=">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</latexit>

5

3

<latexit sha1_base64="zpT80qSG6blbBqf+Awxrg1M40+U=">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</latexit>

5.6

<latexit sha1_base64="3MEOAPhTcCVrN8DSqlLTVVSUdGo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="n6ftCmc0ug23vCbWied+4T0B2Mc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MFa13Qz/F5ap0aegy+/szW7k+2Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zpT80qSG6blbBqf+Awxrg1M40+U=">AAAD23icbZNPb9MwGMa9hj+j/NvgyKWiQuIQRXaapOttggMcN9Ruk5Yy2YnTRo3jyHYHxcqJG3Bk34gvwbfB7VJCE14p0qvn97z2I/kNKbJUKgh/73WsO3fv3d9/0H346PGTpweHz84kX4qITiKecXFBsKRZmtOJSlVGLwpBMSMZPSeLt2t+fk2FTHk+VquCThme5WmSRlgZ6XR4ddCHDtxUr92gqumDqk6uDju/wphHS0ZzFWVYyksECzXVWKg0ymjZDZeSFjha4Bm9NG2OGZVTvUla9l4ZJe4lXJgvV72N+u+E/nxr3NEwk3LFiJlmWM1lk63F/7K1UuAvvII7jLDdO4jAC6p2tViuQxotp58izhjOYx3Oo1J/1GGMZzMqygYsKnpdzHGuOKt9DaNgaanDdSrBdNqmcU3jNk1qmrQprSlt0rGo4bgVnyTbVCRppyIJryk3tBvGNDF7t3kyXWSl/vDuTanRcGQjGNiuG5QNS7y1oJEdDGzk+w0H+esIzBnIRiO34Vhtr3E933YRsj3YdJgzxIyUGjp+MPK8Ixs6gyN/CF3TwMBFnsll9h41t7zdnLkOGjjw1OsfO9UfsA9egJfgNUBgCI7Be3ACJiACFHwHP8GNNbW+Wt+sH7fWzl418xzslHXzB+5HSWY=</latexit>

7

<latexit sha1_base64="K6h+BpFIKqUzXMruT7JAidazdk4=">AAAD23icbZNPb9MwGMa9hj+j/NvgyKWiQuIQRXaapOttggMcN9Ruk5Yy2YnTRo3jyHYHxcqJG3Bk34gvwbfB7VJCE14p0qvn97z2I/kNKbJUKgh/73WsO3fv3d9/0H346PGTpweHz84kX4qITiKecXFBsKRZmtOJSlVGLwpBMSMZPSeLt2t+fk2FTHk+VquCThme5WmSRlgZ6XRwddCHDtxUr92gqumDqk6uDju/wphHS0ZzFWVYyksECzXVWKg0ymjZDZeSFjha4Bm9NG2OGZVTvUla9l4ZJe4lXJgvV72N+u+E/nxr3NEwk3LFiJlmWM1lk63F/7K1UuAvvII7jLDdO4jAC6p2tViuQxotp58izhjOYx3Oo1J/1GGMZzMqygYsKnpdzHGuOKt9DaNgaanDdSrBdNqmcU3jNk1qmrQprSlt0rGo4bgVnyTbVCRppyIJryk3tBvGNDF7t3kyXWSl/vDuTanRcGQjGNiuG5QNS7y1oJEdDGzk+w0H+esIzBnIRiO34Vhtr3E933YRsj3YdJgzxIyUGjp+MPK8Ixs6gyN/CF3TwMBFnsll9h41t7zdnLkOGjjw1OsfO9UfsA9egJfgNUBgCI7Be3ACJiACFHwHP8GNNbW+Wt+sH7fWzl418xzslHXzB+BrSWI=</latexit>

x

<latexit sha1_base64="K6h+BpFIKqUzXMruT7JAidazdk4=">AAAD23icbZNPb9MwGMa9hj+j/NvgyKWiQuIQRXaapOttggMcN9Ruk5Yy2YnTRo3jyHYHxcqJG3Bk34gvwbfB7VJCE14p0qvn97z2I/kNKbJUKgh/73WsO3fv3d9/0H346PGTpweHz84kX4qITiKecXFBsKRZmtOJSlVGLwpBMSMZPSeLt2t+fk2FTHk+VquCThme5WmSRlgZ6XRwddCHDtxUr92gqumDqk6uDju/wphHS0ZzFWVYyksECzXVWKg0ymjZDZeSFjha4Bm9NG2OGZVTvUla9l4ZJe4lXJgvV72N+u+E/nxr3NEwk3LFiJlmWM1lk63F/7K1UuAvvII7jLDdO4jAC6p2tViuQxotp58izhjOYx3Oo1J/1GGMZzMqygYsKnpdzHGuOKt9DaNgaanDdSrBdNqmcU3jNk1qmrQprSlt0rGo4bgVnyTbVCRppyIJryk3tBvGNDF7t3kyXWSl/vDuTanRcGQjGNiuG5QNS7y1oJEdDGzk+w0H+esIzBnIRiO34Vhtr3E933YRsj3YdJgzxIyUGjp+MPK8Ixs6gyN/CF3TwMBFnsll9h41t7zdnLkOGjjw1OsfO9UfsA9egJfgNUBgCI7Be3ACJiACFHwHP8GNNbW+Wt+sH7fWzl418xzslHXzB+BrSWI=</latexit>

l
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="w5HvIJRzxjIK2B31RGpxyx605eU=">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</latexit>

12 1

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0+AqYKypucGiNaTiBgrzOJRcVHQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zcftq6jAxOOVhThgcQVLcA1kRu8=">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</latexit>

2

12

3.0

7.9

<latexit sha1_base64="Xsw+7RncaUQzh4aKLzhUuLQx29Q=">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</latexit>

3

7

9.8

<latexit sha1_base64="zcftq6jAxOOVhThgcQVLcA1kRu8=">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</latexit>

p
r

ID

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
<latexit

event time

A l A Ar
<latexit sha1_base64="teE5H+12qhAE2D9gw/0VfaEpwiQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="bOc9OROZGsJG/zPx/Q+hcXh0tIM=">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</latexit>

0.3

<latexit sha1_base64="hgD3uuom/WNLGGD6d8PGeb+1Nc8=">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</latexit>

10 5 10
<latexit sha1_base64="P87SPfklvALu7QKayf4AkHMYDyk=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zXwi7ODL9j7Z1duCGgBTnKXXBpU=">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</latexit>

+y
<latexit sha1_base64="cCHuKC8V/saoJJOWRsq4OmL3vMc=">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</latexit>

F

<latexit sha1_base64="Xsw+7RncaUQzh4aKLzhUuLQx29Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="P87SPfklvALu7QKayf4AkHMYDyk=">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</latexit>

13
<latexit sha1_base64="w5HvIJRzxjIK2B31RGpxyx605eU=">AAAD3HicbZNPb9MwGMa9ZsAof7bBkUtFhcQhiuw0TdfbBAc4jqndJi3dZCdOGzWOI9sdFCs3bsCRfSK+BN8Gt0sXmvBKkV49v+e1H8lvSJ4mUkH4Z6dl7T54+GjvcfvJ02fP9w8OX5xJvhAhHYc85eKCYEnTJKNjlaiUXuSCYkZSek7m71f8/IYKmfBspJY5nTA8zZI4CbEy0inqXR90oQPX1Wk2qGy6oKyT68PW7yDi4YLRTIUplvISwVxNNBYqCVNatIOFpDkO53hKL02bYUblRK+jFp03Rok6MRfmy1Rnrf47ob/cGbc0zKRcMmKmGVYzWWcr8b9speT4Ky/hFiNs+w4i8JyqbS2Sq5BGy+jnkDOGs0gHs7DQVzqI8HRKRVGDeUlv8hnOFGeVr2YULCl0sEolmE6aNKpo1KRxReMmpRWldToSFRw14pN4k4rEzVQk5hXlhraDiMZm8dZPpvO00Kcf3hUaDYY2gr7tun5Rs0QbCxrafs9G/X7NQe4dvjkD2Wjo1hzLzTWu17ddhGwP1h3mDDElhYZO3x963pENnd5RfwBd00DfRZ7JZfYe1be82Zy5Duo58JPXPXbKP2APvAKvwVuAwAAcg4/gBIxBCGLwA/wCt9aV9c36bv28s7Z2ypmXYKus27+xSUmd</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZDNY8/0GX5fnkis7CDW7+/AsH1c=">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</latexit>
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GURE

= 11 for the event with ID 1
Unlike the act of adding an event to the tree removing one depends on the position of that event within the tree In order to keep the structure of the tree such that
for each node its left offspring is an earlier and the right one is a later event the
events need to be carefully reconnected Figure 2 3 shows all the possible deletion
situations In it the green node is the event that is being deleted The other nodes
have their branches reconnected in the way that the dashed arrows indicate The
full lines represent branches of the tree The ones ending in arrows point to the rest
of the tree while the ones ending in squares indicate that the tree ends there The
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new connections point from parent to offspring.

F IGURE 2.3: Possible deletion situations in an event tree. Green circles represent the nodes
being deleted from the tree and blue circles represent the nodes remaining in the tree.

O THER EVENTS
There are three other types of events we used in the algorithm—cell crossing, pressure calculation, and another to take a snapshot of the system.
Cell subdivision is a method used to speed up the computation and it is detailed
in Section 2.3.3. The entire system is divided into smaller parts called cells. In order
for the cell subdivision to work, we need to keep track of which particle belongs to
which cell. For that reason, particles crossing from one cell to its neighbour mark
an important event. In principle, it is simply a way to keep track of which particles
are close to which. The difference between cell-crossing and collision events is that
for cell-crossing we need only update the position of one particle, and since its
velocity remains the same, no other events should be deleted. This event therefore
works by updating the position of a particle until it crosses into a new cell, and then
it calculates when is the next time it will cross into another cell. It also calculates
any possible collisions with particles in the cells neighboring its new cell.
Another type of event is the event used for measuring an observable. The pressure P of the system is calculated using the impulsive limit of the virial expression [55]
"
#
1
1
~ric jc · ∆~vic ,
P=
h v2i i +
(2.14)
3V ∑
∆t ∑
c
i
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where the second sum runs over all of the collisions c that happen in the interval ∆t,
and calculates the dot product of the change in the velocity of the ith particle ∆~vic
and the distance between the particles involved ~ric jc = ~ric −~r jc . The procedure for
making an event in order to calculate the pressure is as follows. First, we modify
our collision event so as to calculate ~ric jc · ∆~vic at each collision and add it to the
running total. Next, a new event is made that, firstly, calculates the value of the
pressure and saves it (along the time at which it is calculated), and secondly, makes
a new pressure calculating event happen after time ∆t from current event. The
time at which the calculation takes place is saved since we are interested in how
the pressure changes with time.
Saving a snapshot of the system is another event, and it involves recording the
position of the particles, their velocities, sizes, as well as the dimensions of the
system and the time of the recording. The event for doing this is simple. The
most important step is updating the positions and times of all the particles to the
moment when recording takes the place. After that is done, the event creates a new
recording event to happen some time later, since we want to monitor the system
over time.

2.3.3 A DVANCED CONSIDERATIONS
So far we have talked about how the simulation algorithms work. There are a few
details, irrespective of the algorithms, that we need to keep in mind and which we
list in this section.
S NAPSHOTS
There are plenty of reasons we might want to know the exact trajectories of the
particles during the simulations, either because we want to calculate some property that depends on the structure or because we want to relaunch the simulation
at a particular point of time. For that reason, during the simulation we make snapshots of the system. They contain the dimensions of the simulation volume, the
time at which the snap was taken, the position of each particle, its velocity, and its
radius—all the information we need. In a leapfrog algorithm (Section 2.3.1), we
can save the snapshot at any point after the positions have been updated. For the
event driven algorithm, we need to make a special event, details of which can be
found in Section 2.3.2.
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time in three dimensions [39]. Since these works, AQS simulations have been
[19, 20, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42] as a primary tool for invest
amorphous
systems. In AQS simulations one starts from a completely quenched
2 M ODELS AND
M ETHODS
system, for which the net force on each particle is zero, i.e. ∇U = 0. Then, an
transformation is applid to each particle i in our shear cell, according to
C ELL SUBDIVISION

One of the ways we increase the speed of the simulations
rix → isrixby+cell
δγrsubdivision.
iy ,
In principle, when calculating the forces on the particles (for soft spheres) or the
riy → riy ,
times when the next collision is going to happen (for hard spheres), we need to
→distances,
riz , (3D)
check all the particle pairs. This is wasteful since, atriz
large
the forces are
negligible, and the collisions are likely not to happen. For this reason, we divide
in addition
to imposing
Lees-Edwards
conditions
[43],
the entire system
into cells.
By keeping
track of the boundary
cell each particle
is in,
we and
can δγ = γ −
limit the number
of calculation
wereference
make by strain
only considering
the neighboring
cells
increment
from some
γ0 . The implementation
of Lees-Edwards
b
for interactions.
on a simulation cell is illustrated in Fig. 6. This method allows for the creat

F IGURE 2.4: Left:
Visualisation
of the
periodic boundary conditions. The central square is
Figure
6: Illustration
of how Lees-Edwards boundary conditions are implemented in a two-di
the “real” system, and others are copies that help imagine how the periodicity is implesimple shear. The top and bottom images are displaced such that the shear profile is homogene
mented. Right: for simple shear simulations we employ Lees-Edwards periodic boundary conditions [56], according to which the top and bottom images are shifted to realize
shear deformation.
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P ERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Throughout this work, we have used periodic boundary conditions as a way of
mimicking an infinite system with limited space. This is done by moving any particle that leaves the bounds of the simulation back in on the opposite side. Essentially, we are surrounding our system with copies of itself, as shown in Figure 2.4.
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One thing to keep in mind is that this means there are two distances between any
two particles—the one that does not leave the system, and the one that goes out of
it and re-enters at the opposite side. For any calculation, we always consider only
the shorter path.
E NERGY MINIMIZATION
Some procedures, like generating an initial state for the system from Section 2.4,
require that we minimize the potential energy of the system. In this thesis, we
used three algorithms for that: gradient descent [57], conjugate gradient [58], and
fast inertial relaxation engine (FIRE) [59]. The choice of which algorithm to use
depends on the complexity and the desired precision of the task.

2.4 S YSTEM GENERATION
Finally, we focus on the preparation of the systems to be simulated. The process
starts by setting the parameters described in Section 2.2. Next, the particles are
placed in the system. If we use the harmonic potential, the particles can be placed
randomly. If we use the Lennard–Jones or inverse power law potential, the particles are placed on a cubic lattice. This is because the repulsive parts of the Lennard–
Jones and inverse power law potentials are very strong, and particles that are randomly placed too close to each other will be flung too far outside the system.
We never used the hard sphere potential to generate initial configurations of our
systems. Instead, in order to prepare system to be used for hard sphere simulations,
we used a different potential, and made sure that no particles were overlapping
when the generation was complete.
After the particles are placed in the system, we let the leapfrog simulation run
for a certain amount of time, before minimizing the energy of the system. The
leapfrog simulation is used here to add some disorder to the system. After the
energy is minimized, we save the snapshot of the system, and that snapshot can
now be used as the initial state of a simulation.

2.5 ATHERMAL QUASISTATIC SIMULATIONS
Athermal quasistatic (AQS) simulations are used to model the act of shearing a
glass. The idea is to impose shear in small steps δγ (according to Equation (1.8)),
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F IGURE 2.5: A typical strain-stress signal produced using the athermal, quasistatic simulation scheme. The stress increases along short strain intervals, which are perfectly
reversible. From time to time a plastic instability occurs, then the stress exhibits a sharp,
discontinuous drop characteristic of plastic events. The right panel shows a zoomed-in
view of the onset of a plastic event, where the square-root singularity—as derived in
Equation (1.31)—is clearly visible.

that have the same role as the time steps in the leapfrog algorithm. Then, if we
assume that the shearing is done in the direction of the positive x axis, the positions
of the particles change with the shear as
rix → rix + δγriy ,

(2.15)

where rix is the x component of the position of the ith particle, and riy is the y
component of the ith particle. The algorithm proceeds by imposing a small shear
δγ, calculating the new positions of the particles, and finally minimizing the energy
of the system under Lees–Edwards periodic boundary conditions [56], illustrated
in the right panel of Figure 2.4. This procedure is then repeated until the desired
shear is imposed. A strain-stress curve produced by AQS simulations can be seen
in Figure 2.5.
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3 N ONLINEAR P LASTIC M ODES
This chapter is based on: Luka Gartner and Edan Lerner. Nonlinear plastic
modes in disordered solids. Physical Review E, 93.1 (2016): 011001.

3.1 I NTRODUCTION
When a solid is deformed beyond its elastic limit, it undergoes a yielding transition, after which plastic, dissipative flow becomes extensive. The essential nature
of this transition in disordered solids is still unclear, as the mere identification of the
structural defects that govern plasticity has proven a difficult challenge. The difficulty in pinning down plasticity carriers in glassy solids stems from their inherent
structural disorder and the absence of an ordered reference state with respect to
which defects can be defined. In this chapter we overcome this difficulty and offer
a robust definition of plasticity carriers in disordered solids, analogous to dislocations in crystalline solids. Our proposed framework opens an avenue towards
uncovering the order parameters that control the yielding transition in disordered
solids.
Within our proposed theoretical framework, a robust, micromechanical definition
of precursors to plastic instabilities in glassy solids, often termed “soft-spots”, naturally emerges. They are shown to be collective particle displacements π̂, referred
to here as nonlinear plastic modes (or plastic modes, for brevity), that lead to transitions over potential energy barriers in the glass. We demonstrate how plastic
modes can be calculated without resorting to conventional harmonic eigenmode
analyses, but instead by properly accounting for nonlinearities of the potential energy landscape in Section 3.3. Using our theoretical framework, in Sections 3.3 and
3.4, we rigorously derive an equation of motion that describes both the coupling
of plastic modes to external deformation, and the resulting mechanical destabilization process, and validate it via numerical simulations of model glasses. In addition, we show numerically that nonlinear plastic modes significantly outperform
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conventional eigenmodes in their ability to predict the intricacy of displacements
that lead to instabilities in Section 3.5. We further demonstrate in Section 3.6 how
a heuristic search for nonlinear plastic modes in athermally and quasistatically deformed glassy solids can a priori detect the locus and geometry of imminent plastic
instabilities with remarkable accuracy, at strains as large as γc − γ ∼ 10−2 away
from an instability strain γc . Our findings suggest that the a priori detection of the
soft-spots field in model glasses can be effectively carried out by a nonlinear plastic
modes analysis. The chapter is concluded by proposing various extensions of this
work in Section 3.7.

3.1.1 P LASTIC INSTABILITIES AND SHEAR TRANSFORMATIONS
As described in Chapter 1, plastic flow in disordered solids subjected to external
loading is known to occur via localized rearrangements of small sets of particles,
coined shear-transformations [60]. An example of such a shear-transformation, observed in a model glass in two dimensions deformed under athermal, quasi-static
shear (see Chapter 2 for a detailed description of numerical models and methods), is displayed in Figure 3.1 b)). These rearrangements have been identified
in experiments on bubble rafts [18], foams [20], emulsions [21, 22], and colloidal
glasses [22, 23], as well as in atomistic computer simulations of model glasses [24,
25]. Shear-transformations are known to self-organize in spatially correlated patterns [36, 42, 45, 61–64] in solids subjected to low, steady deformation rates. Their
densities and other statistical properties, and mechanical consequences, are a subject of much recent debate [50, 52, 53, 65–71]. Two questions, central to theoretical descriptions of elasto-plasticity, that we address in this chapter are: can sheartransformations be predicted a priori and, if so, how?
In Chapter 1 we explained the micro-mechanical process in which an athermal
disordered solid destabilizes under quasi-static deformation; asymptotically close
to an instability strain γc , the instability is seen as a saddle-node bifurcation of the
potential energy U [34, 36]. The immediate precursors to shear-transformations at
strains γ → γc are identified as destabilized eigenfunctions Ψ̂c (i.e. their associ2
ated eigenvalues vanish at γc ) of the dynamical matrix Mij = ∂~∂x ∂U~x , where ~xi dei

j

notes the coordinate vector of the ith particle. Such an eigenfunction is presented
in Figure 3.1 a). In the following, we refer to such eigenfunctions as destabilized
modes, to distinguish them from the post-instability displacements of particles—
agglomerations of shear-transformations—which can be spatially extended. In
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Ψ̂c , γc − γ ∼ 10−5 %

a)

shear transformation

b)

F IGURE 3.1: A plastic instability in a sheared two-dimensional model glass. a) The destabilized eigenfunction Ψ̂c . b) An elementary shear-transformation: the post-instability
displacements that followed the instability of panel a).

Figure 3.1 b) we demonstrate that, when the post-instability displacements are not
spatially extended, but rather form an isolated elementary shear transformation,
their spatial structure is very similar to that of the destabilized mode. In contrast
to the post-instability displacements that depend in general on a specific choice
of dynamics [45], and on external control parameters such as temperature [64],
strain [61], and strain rate [62], the spatial structure of destabilized modes is an
intrinsic characteristic of the multi-dimensional potential energy function, and is
therefore the focus of the present study.
A robust mechanical definition of the precursors of plastic instabilities away
from instability strains has not yet been put forward. Much effort has been dedicated recently to studying the role played by low-frequency normal modes in determining these precursors [7, 72–75]. One key difficulty encountered in such studies is that low-frequency plane waves, which have no appreciable effect on plasticity [65], dominate the lower parts of the spectra of conventional model glasses
(in particular in 2D [76]), thus hindering attempts to use low-frequency modes to
define flow-defect densities and correlate them with rates of plastic flow.
Another difficulty, which has been largely overlooked in the context of elastoplasticity, is that mere frequencies of normal modes are not indicative of their relevance to plastic processes. In fact, modes which lead to mechanical instabilities
(i.e. take the system over energy barriers and into neighboring inherent states) ap-
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pear as eigenfunctions of the dynamical matrix only very close to plastic instabilities (see e.g. Figure 3.1 a) in which γc − γ ∼ 10−7 ), giving rise to difficulties in their
detection and statistical quantification. Below we show that the effective detection of such modes away from plastic instabilities is made possible by accounting
for the relevant nonlinearities of the potential energy landscape. In particular, we
show that considering the degree of asymmetry associated to the variation δU of
the potential energy upon collective displacements of the constituent particles, is
crucial for the correct detection of modes that lead to instabilities. Our theoretical
framework, that embeds a micro-mechanical definition of the precursors to plastic
instabilities, can effectively account for the said nonlinearities.

3.2 C OMPUTER MODELS AND NUMERICAL METHODS
All employed models and methods are described in detail in Chapter 2. In this
chapter we mainly employ the 2DIPL computer glass model, which is a binary
mixture of soft repulsive discs. In order to establish the generality of our approach
and our findings, we also employ (i) the 2DBLJ model, which is a binary mixture with pairwise Lennard–Jones interactions that include attractive forces; (ii)
the harmonic discs model, which are soft discs that interact via one-sided harmonic springs, and (iii) disordered networks of Hookean springs. We deform our
glasses using the athermal, quasistatic method (see Section 2.5), combined with
Lees–Edwards boundary conditions [56], and perform potential energy minimization after imposing global strain increments of at most ∆γ ≈ 10−4 .

3.3 T HEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
We begin the discussion by considering an athermal elastic solid, of N particles
in d¯ dimensions, and let ẑ denote a N d¯ dimensional unit vector, i.e. ẑi · ẑi = 1.
In this chapter, repeated indices labeling particles are understood to be summed
.
over, unless indicated otherwise, and the notations : and .. denote double and triple
contractions, respectively. We consider displacements δ~x of the coordinates ~x in the
direction defined by ẑ according to δ~x = sẑ, and we expand the potential energy U
in the distance s as
δUẑ (s) ≡ Uẑ (s) − U0 ' 21 κẑ s2 + 16 τẑ s3 ,
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where U0 is the energy of the minimum in which the system resides, κẑ ≡ Mij : ẑi ẑ j
.
3
is the stiffness associated with ẑ, and τẑ ≡ ∂~x ∂∂~xU∂~x ..ẑi ẑ j ẑk is referred to in the foli

j

k

lowing as the asymmetry associated with ẑ. Within this cubic expansion, stationary
points occur at s = 0 and s? (ẑ) = −2κẑ /τẑ ; s = 0 corresponds to the minimum
in which the system resides, while s? represents the saddle point (energy barrier)
that separates this minimum and a neighboring inherent state. We thus define the
energy difference between these stationary points, within the cubic expansion, as
our barrier function
2 κẑ3
.
(3.2)
b(ẑ) ≡ 21 κẑ s2? + 16 τẑ s3? =
3 τẑ2

We emphasize that b(ẑ) is defined for a particular configuration of an elastic solid
in mechanical equilibrium, and is a function of the multi-dimensional direction ẑ
in configuration space. In this chapter we focus on directions π̂ that correspond to
the local minima of b(ẑ), i.e. they satisfy
∂b
∂~zi
and

∂2 b
∂~zi ∂~z j ~z=π̂

= 0,

(3.3)

~z=π̂

is positive semi-definite. We refer to the collective displacement

directions (modes) π̂ that solve Equation (3.3) as plastic modes.
From the definition of b(ẑ) it is clear that plastic modes π̂ are associated with
small stiffnesses κπ̂ and large asymmetries τπ̂ . They can be found numerically
by minimizing b(ẑ) over directions ẑ, starting from some initial direction ẑini , as
demonstrated in Figure 3.2. Small b(ẑ) should appropriately describe low-energy
saddle points (barriers) that separate the system from neighboring inherent states.
We therefore expect modes π̂ that correspond to low-lying minima of b(ẑ) (which
can be found by cleverly choosing an appropriate ẑini for the minimization of b(ẑ)),
to encode information about imminent plastic instabilities.
We further note that the interpretation of b(ẑ) as representing the energy of an
actual saddle point that separates neighboring inherent states is only correct for directions ẑ for which the cubic expansion Equation (3.1) well-approximates δUẑ (s)
at displacements s on the order of s? . This is equivalent to the statement that low
b(ẑ) should appropriately describe low saddle points. However, the definition of
b(ẑ) does not depend on the range of validity (in s) of the cubic expansion Equation (3.1). As we shall explain in what follows, b(ẑ) encodes useful information
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z =π̂

π̂ in what follows as nonlinear plastic modes (NPMs). From the definition of b(ẑ) it is clear that
small b(ẑ)’s should appropriately describe low saddle points (barriers) that separate the system from
neighboring inherent states. Modes π̂ that correspond to low-lying minima of b(ẑ) are therefore
expected to encode information about imminent plastic instabilities. They can be found numerically
b(ẑ)Pover
directions
ẑ, starting from some initial direction ẑini , as can be seen by following
3 byNminimizing
ONLINEAR
LASTIC
M ODES
panels b)→c)→f )→e) of Fig. 5. This ‘direction space’ search forms the conceptual basis of
this proposal, and presents a new framework for the microstructural analysis of ASs.
unstable eigenmode Ψ̂ c, γ c − γ ∼ 10 −5 %

a)

nonaffine displacements, γ c − γ ∼ 1%

b)

c)

after 12 iterations

⇒

⇒
shear-transformation

d)

⇓

nonlinear plastic mode π̂, γ c − γ ∼ 1%

e)

after 24 iterations

⇓

f)

⇐
convergence

⇐
Figure 5: A-priori prediction of a plastic instability in a sheared two-dimensional model glass, see [53] for model
definitions
and A-priori
methods. a)prediction
The unstable eigenfunction
theaonset
of the plastic
instability at a strain
γc .
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two-dimensional
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d) An elementary shear-transformation: the post-instability displacements that followed the instability of panel a).
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is the nonlinear plastic mode π̂ of panel e), of obvious resemblance of Ψ̂c . Panels c) and f ) are intermediate states
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γ on the order of 1% away from the instability strain γ . This field is
along the minimization
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energy, and
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of isb(independent
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decompositions, thus overcoming the difficulties inherent to utilizing normal-modes analyses to define
flow defects in ASs, in particular the dominance of the low-frequency regime of the density of states by
plane-waves. In addition, the theoretical framework within which NPMs are defined sheds new light
∂b
even
inmicromechanical
cases in which
higher
terms of the
dominate.
= 0 immediately
yields the following
on the
processes
of order
plastic instabilities;
∂~
zi expansion
~
z =π̂
nonlinear equation satisfied by π̂’s:

3.3.1 N UMERICAL

κπ̂
∂3U
: π̂j π̂k .
τ
∂~
x
∂~xj ∂~xk
i
π̂
DEMONSTRATION
Mij · π̂j =

(4)

This equation has a direct micromechanical interpretation: the Taylor expansion of the force that arises

as aapproach
response to described
collectively displacing
particles along a in
plastic
mode,
i.e. In
according
= sπ̂,
The
above isthedemonstrated
Figure
3.2.
paneltoa)δ~xwe
disthat, by construction,
a
Goldstone
mode
of
b(~
z
),
i.e.
b(~
z
)
=
b(s~
z
)
for
any
s
=
6
0.
play2 Notice
a destabilized
mode~z isΨ̂always
calculated
at
the
first-encountered
plastic
instability
in
c
an athermally sheared model glass, here at a strain γc = 0.011521. Prior to this in2
5
stability, at strains γ = γc − δγ, the nonaffine displacement field ~vi ≡ −Mij−1 · ∂∂~x U
∂γ
j

is calculated [34] (see Equation (1.22) and its preceding discussion). An example
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F IGURE 3.3: a) Variations δUπ̂ (s) of the potential energy upon displacing the particles a
distance s along plastic modes π̂, obtained as described in the text. The curves correspond to δγ ≡ γc − γ = 10−5 , 10−4 , 3 × 10−4 , 8 × 10−4 , 2 × 10−3 , 7 × 10−3 . b) Stiffnesses
κẑ = Mij : ẑi ẑ j associated with (circles) the plastic modes π̂ used to calculate the variations plotted in panel a), and to (squares) the destabilized eigenfunction Ψ̂c , vs. δγ.

of ~v, calculated at δγ = 0.007, is shown in panel b). At this distance (in strain)
from the instability, the nonaffine displacements ~v are largely delocalized. We set
ẑini = v̂ ≡ ~v/||~v||, namely we choose the initial conditions for the minimization of
b(ẑ) to be the normalized nonaffine displacement field; snapshots along the minimization are displayed in panels c) and f). Upon convergence, we find a local
minimum in the direction π̂, which is displayed in panel e). The resemblance between π̂, which is calculated at δγ ∼ O(10−2 ) away from the instability, and the
destabilized mode Ψ̂c found at the instability, is striking: both the geometry and
the core location appear to agree perfectly.
To monitor the changes in the energy expansion δUπ̂ (s) as approximated by
Equation (3.1), the protocol described above is carried out over a broad range of
intervals δγ, as specified in the caption of Figure 3.3. For each δγ, after finding π̂
as described above, we calculated its associated energy variation δUπ̂ (s) and stiffness κπ̂ , which are displayed in panels a) and b) of Figure 3.3, respectively. In this
example, already at a distance of the order δγ ≈ 10−3 to the instability strain, following the plastic mode π̂ would carry the system above an energy barrier and
into a neighboring minimum.
We further note that despite the fact that δUπ̂ (s) at the largest strain away from
the instability strain (δγ = 0.007) shows no stationary point, and it is largely symmetric (i.e. higher order terms dominate over the cubic term), the plastic mode π̂
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is nervetheless clearly indicative of the imminent instability.
The resolution of the plastic mode as seen in Figure 3.2 uses the nonaffine displacements ~v as the heuristic guess for ẑini . This choice is made to demonstrate
the usefulness of our framework—despite the extended character of ~v, it has a
large overlap with the plastic mode π̂, and thus resides in the basin of π̂ on the
landscape of b(ẑ). Obtaining the full field of plastic modes, however, requires using other heuristic values of ẑini , that reside in basins that belong to other plastic
modes. We leave the investigation of the optimal heuristics for the detection of the
full field of plastic modes for future work.

3.4 D ESTABILIZATION OF PLASTIC MODES
We also plot in Figure 3.3 b) the stiffness κΨ̂c associated with the destabilizing mode
Ψ̂c . As expected1 ,√we find that only very close to the instability (δγ . 10−5 ),
the scaling κΨ̂c ∼ δγ holds. However, the stiffness associated with π̂ follows
√
κπ̂ ∼ δγ up to extremely large strains—of order 1% away from the instability.
This finding supports the robustness of our definition of plastic modes, and the
usefulness of our framework. It also supports the picture, proposed by a number
of recent studies [50, 52, 53, 67–69], that assumes the (reversible) destabilization
process of a “soft spot” in a deformed glass is predominantly coupled to the external load, and not to other coexisting (reversible) destabilization processes.

3.4.1 C OUPLING TO EXTERNAL DEFORMATION
√
In this section we derive the scaling κπ̂ ∼ δγ as shown in Figure 3.3 b); first,
we note that, by construction, the barrier function depends only on the direction
ẑ, and is invariant with respect to inflation b(ẑ) = b(sẑ), for any finite length s.
This allows us to define b(~z) to be a function of the independent variables ~zi . The
gradient of b(~z) can then be written as
!
κ~z2
κ~z ∂3 U
∂b
= 4 2 Mij ·~z j −
: ~z j~zk .
(3.4)
∂~zi
τ~z ∂~xi ∂~x j ∂~xk
τ~z
√
a system of linear size L, the scaling κΨ̂c ∼ δγ is only expected to hold below δγ ∼ L−4 due
to hybridizations with low-frequency plane waves [33].

1 In
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Modes π̂ pertain to local minima of b(ẑ) and therefore satisfy
implies that
∂3 U ..
τ
.π̂ j π̂k = π̂ Mij · π̂ j .
∂~xi ∂~x j ∂~xk
κπ̂

∂b
∂~z ~z=π̂

= 0, which
(3.5)

We next turn to calculating the total derivative with respect to strain γ of the
stiffness κπ̂ as
dMij
dπ̂ j
dκπ̂
=
: π̂i π̂ j + 2Mij : π̂i
.
(3.6)
dγ
dγ
dγ
dπ̂
dγ

We obtain the equation for
of b under the deformation

by requiring that π̂ remains in a local minimum
d
dγ

~z=π̂

∂b
= 0.
∂~zi

(3.7)

Using that
∂2 b
∂~zi ∂~z j
one finds that (i)

dπ̂
dγ

strain γc . However,

~z=π̂

· π̂ j =

∂2 b
∂~xi ∂~z j

~z=π̂

· π̂ j =

∂2 b
∂γ∂~zi

~z=π̂

· π̂i = 0,

(3.8)

· π̂ = 0, and that (ii) k ddγπ̂ k goes to a constant at the instability

dM
dγ

is singular, and therefore to leading order
dMij
dκπ̂
'
: π̂i π̂ j .
dγ
dγ

(3.9)

Finally, we follow [77] to find the total derivative of the dynamical matrix with
respect to strain
dMij
∂Mij
∂Mij d~xk
=
+
·
,
(3.10)
dγ
∂γ
∂~x
dγ
where

d~xk
dγ

≡ −Mij−1 ·

∂2 U
∂~x j ∂γ

are the nonaffine displacements. Since as γc is ap1

~xk
proached, k ddγ
k ∼ (γc − γ)− 2 [77], and so to leading order we find

dMij
∂3 U
d~x
'
· k.
dγ
∂~xi ∂~x j ∂~xk dγ

(3.11)
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Now, following Equations (3.9) and (3.11) and the definition of
dκπ̂
dγ

'

d~xk
dγ ,

we get

dMij
∂3 U ..
d~x
: π̂i π̂ j '
.π̂i π̂ j k
dγ
∂~xi ∂~x j ∂~xk
dγ

= −

2
τπ̂
τπ̂
∂2 U
1 ∂ U
=
−
.
π̂i ·Mij ·M−
·
π̂
·
jk ∂~
κπ̂
xk ∂γ
κπ̂ i ∂~xi ∂γ

As γ → γc , κπ̂ → 0, but τπ̂ π̂i ·

(3.12)

∂2 U
∂~xi ∂γ

goes to a constant, yielding the differential
√
∼ − κ1π̂ , and thus the observed scaling κπ̂ ∼ δγ.
scaling relation
Equation (3.12) indicates that the coupling of a plastic mode to external deformation depends on two main ingredients (besides its “softness” as encoded in κπ̂ ).
dκπ̂
dγ is proportional to the product of the asymmetry τπ̂ , and the overlap of the
dκπ̂
dγ

2

U
“shear forces” ∂∂~x∂γ
with the plastic mode π̂. It is the latter which embodies the
sensitivity of a plastic mode to a particular deformation geometry. This scenario is
analogous to that found for nonlinear excitations in disordered hard sphere packings [78], which are characterized both by their mechanical coupling to a particular
deformation, and by their intrinsic softness.

3.5 C OMPARISON TO NORMAL MODES
How indicative are normal modes of imminent plastic instabilities, compared to
plastic modes? In Figure 3.4 a) we present a scatter plot of the barrier function
evaluated at normal modes Ψ̂ω , vs. the square of their associated frequencies ω 2 ,
calculated for a few tens of undeformed (isotropic) solid realizations. A clear trend
appears: smaller values of b(Ψ̂ω ) are found for lower-frequency modes. The circled data point represents the mode Ψ̂min associated with the lowest value of b(Ψ̂ω )
amongst all modes calculated. It is displayed in panel d). Remarkably, this normal mode displays the same spatial features as observed for destabilized modes,
reinforcing that b(ẑ) is indeed sensitive to “plastic-like” modes. The variation
δUΨ̂min (s) is plotted in panel b) (continuous line). Despite possessing the smallest b
amongst our entire ensemble of modes, δUΨ̂min (s) displays only a slight asymmetry between positive and negative displacements s, and the energy monotonically
increases with |s|. Using Ψ̂min as the initial condition ẑmin for the minimization
of b(ẑ), we find the plastic mode π̂ displayed in panel e). On the face of it, Ψ̂min
and π̂ appear to be very similar in their spatial structure and geometry. However,
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F IGURE 3.4: a) Scatter plot of the barrier function Equation (3.2) evaluated for eigenfunctions Ψ̂ω of M, vs. their eigenvalues ω 2 . The eigenfunction Ψ̂min represented by the circled data point is plotted in panel d), and used as the initial conditions ẑmin for the minimization of the barrier function b(ẑ); the resulting plastic mode π̂ is displayed in panel
e). b) Variations δUẑ (s), calculated by displacing the particles according to δ~x = sΨ̂min
(continuous curve) and by δ~x = sπ̂ (dashed curve). c) The products N |τΨ̂ |, averaged
over bins of the participation ratio, see text for definitions.

examining the corresponding variation δUπ̂ (s), represented by the dashed line in
panel b), reveals a dramatic difference between them: following π̂ takes the system
over a energy barrier, to a neighboring minimum.
We further utilize our ensemble of normal modes to study the relation between
the degree of localization of modes and their associated asymmetries τΨ̂ . A similar analysis was carried out in [73] in the context of the unjamming point [79–
81]. We quantify the degree of localization of a mode Ψ̂ via its participation ratio e = [ N ∑i (Ψ̂i · Ψ̂i )2 ]−1 . Localized modes have e ∼ N −1 , whereas maximally
delocalized modes have e ∼ 1. In Figure 3.4 c) we plot the means2 |τΨ̂ |, aver2 We

consider the absolute magnitudes |τΨ̂ | since normal modes Ψ̂, and therefore also their associ-
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aged over modes Ψ̂ with similar participation ratios, for systems of N = 1024 and
N = 4096. We find that for participation ratios e < 10−1 , the asymmetries follow |τΨ̂ | ∼ (eN )−1 . This can be explained with the following simple model: if
there are effectively N α non-zero components in a normal mode (0 < α < 1), normalization then requires that a characteristic non-zero component is of magnitude
α
||Ψ̂i || ∼ N − 2 . The participation ratio is then expected to follow e ∼ N α−1 (due to
summing over positive terms). Since the pairwise potential is short ranged, and
3
the tensor elements ∂~x ∂∂~xU∂~x are of either sign, then τΨ̂ consist of a sum over N α
i

j

k

3α

terms, each of order ||Ψ̂i ||3 ∼ N − 2 , of random signs, and we therefore expect
τΨ̂ ∼ N −α ∼ (eN )−1 , in consistency with our measurement. For participation ratios e > 10−1 , this relation breaks down, and asymmetries are much smaller than
what is predicted by this simple model, which assumes that normal modes are random objects. Nevertheless, the same trend remains unchanged: delocalized modes
are associated, on average, with more symmetric variations of the energy. These
observations explain the localized nature of plastic instabilities found in deformed
glasses, as can be seen, e.g. in Figure 3.1 a).

3.6 S PATIAL STRUCTURE OF PLASTIC MODES
To characterize the spatial structure of plastic modes, we extracted their decay profiles as described in Appendix B. In Figure 3.5 a) we compare the spatial decay of
two plastic modes, one obtained by setting ẑini to be the direction of the nonaffine
displacements (see definition above and Figure 3.1), and the other by setting ẑini to
be a random direction. These decay profiles are also compared to that of a destabilized mode Ψ̂c . We also show the decay profile of a plastic mode calculated in
a 3D solid. We find that at distances r away from the core, plastic modes decay
as r1−d¯. Remarkably, this is the same decay law found for the linear responses of
displacements to dipolar point forces [70, 82].

3.6.1 E FFECTS OF LOADING CONDITIONS
We next examine how the geometry of plastic modes depends on the loading conditions imposed on the solid. In panels c) and d) of Figure 3.5, two additional
examples of plastic modes π̂ obtained from a random ẑini are displayed; π̂ of panel
ated asymmetries τΨ̂ , are defined up to a sign.
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are typically seen in plastic modes found in glasses under compressive stresses, the
dilatant part of the displacements due to the tensile loading conditions is apparent.
We conclude that the loading conditions imposed on a solid can be reflected in the
geometric features of its plastic modes; we leave the systematic study of this dependence for future work.

3.6.2 N ONLINEAR PLASTIC MODES NEAR UNJAMMING
We finally touch upon the geometry of plastic modes as the unjamming point [79–
81] is approached. At the unjamming point, which corresponds to the p → 0
limit in systems of finite-ranged, purely repulsive interactions, elastic properties
are singular [79–81, 85, 86]. It is therefore of interest to observe what effect the
proximity to unjamming has on plastic modes’ structure. To this aim, we employ
two-dimensional packings of harmonic discs (see Chapter 2 for details about numerical model and methods), at pressures ranging from p = 10−2 to p = 10−6
(from top to bottom panels). In the left panels of Figure 3.6 we show typical plastic
modes calculated in our packings, which were obtained using random ẑini values.
Interestingly, at the higher pressure p = 10−2 we find plastic modes that share the
same spatial structure as those found in the conventional models used in this chapter for which the proximity to unjamming is ill-defined. However, when reducing
the pressure further, it appears that the proximity to the unjamming point leads to
the gradual loss of this structure: the core size appears to grow, and the affinity
of displacements away from the core is gradually destroyed, as the plastic modes
become increasingly delocalized.
For comparison, in the right panels of Figure 3.6 we show the displacement response δ~Rdipole to local unit dipolar forces (as calculated in [82]),
δ~Rdipole
= Mij−1 · d~j ,
i

(3.13)

calculated in the very same packings. The dipolar force d~ is imposed on a pair
−~x`
`, n of interacting discs, and is defined as d~k ≡ (δ`k − δnk ) ||~~xxnn −~
. In [82] it was
x `||
shown that the spatial decay of the responses to such dipolar forces in harmonic
disc packings is governed by a lengthscale `c ∼ p−1/4 . At distances (from the
perturbation) r  `c the decay follows the linear elastic prediction, but at distances
of the order of and below `c , the microscopic details of the solid play a role.
The plastic modes we find in packings close to unjamming resemble, at least
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F IGURE 3.6: Left panels: nonlinear plastic modes calculated using random ẑini s, in harmonic packings of N = 90000 discs at pressures p = 10−2 , p = 10−4 , and p = 10−6 ,
corresponding to top, middle and bottom panels, respectively. Right panels: responses
to local dipolar forces (see text and [82] for details), in the same packings used for the
plastic modes calculations of the right panels. All displayed modes are shifted to the
center of their respective images for visualization purposes.
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visually, the linear responses to local dipolar perturbations, suggesting that the
lengthscale governing the core size of plastic modes is the crossover lengthscale `c .
We leave the detailed quantitative study of the core size of plastic modes, and its
dependence on proximity to unjamming, for future work.
Finally, we point out that the mode calculated using a random initial ẑini at
the highest pressure shares the same geometric features as the destabilized modes
Ψ̂c upon shear-induced plastic instabilities—a disordered core, and a long-ranged
affine quadrupolar shear-like displacement field away from the core [34, 36, 70].
We thus conclude that plastic modes π̂ associated with different local minima of
b(ẑ) share similar structural features, that do not depend on the particular minima
to which they correspond.

3.7 S UMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter we proposed a micromechanical definition for plasticity carriers
in disordered solids. We introduced the barrier function b(ẑ), and showed that
modes π̂ corresponding to local minima of b(ẑ), coined plastic modes, are indicative of directions in configuration space that lead to plastic instabilities, and more
so compared to the most localized low-frequency normal modes. These findings
suggest that our approach can serve as a solid basis for instability-detection algorithms. Such algorithms are highly desirable, as they can put to test theoretical
frameworks of elasto-plasticity that involve the dynamics of a population of “softspots”. These algorithms need not be restricted to the investigation of plastic flow
in disordered solids, the generality of our framework would render them suitable
for studying a diverse set of systems, including dislocated crystalline solids, deeply
supercooled liquids and proteins.
Furthermore, our theoretical framework explains the origin of the localized nature of plastic instabilities. Building on our theory, we predict that the stiffness
√
associated with plastic modes follows κ ∼ γc − γ, and show numerically that
this scaling holds over a large range of strains away from an instability strain γc .
This adds relevance to recently proposed models that assume reversible destabilization processes of soft spots are decoupled from each other. Finally, we have
investigated the spatial features of plastic modes, and provided evidence that the
detailed geometry of plastic modes is sensitive to the loading conditions imposed
on the solid. We further demonstrated a possible connection between the core-size
of shear-transformations, and the proximity to the unjamming transition.
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3.7 S UMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Our approach demonstrates the usefulness of the concept of exploring the “direction space” associated with an inherent state of a solid, as means of extracting
micro-mechanical information that is highly relevant to nonlinear flow processes.
Similar approaches could likely be applied towards studying mechanical instabilities in e.g. granular solids [78], and towards studying other classes of low-energy
excitations in glassy solids, e.g. two-level systems [87, 88].
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This chapter is based on: Luka Gartner and Edan Lerner. Nonlinear modes
disentangle glassy and Goldstone modes in structural glasses. SciPost Physics,
1.2 (2016): 016.

4.1 I NTRODUCTION
Vibrational modes are collective variations Ψ̂ of independent degrees of freedom ~x
of a system whose potential energy is described by a function U ( x ). They are given
by solutions to the eigenvalue problem

M · Ψ̂(`) = ω`2 Ψ̂(`) ,

(4.1)

where

∂2 U
(4.2)
∂~x ∂~x
is the matrix of second derivatives of the potential energy—referred to below as the
dynamical matrix—and we have assumed m = 1 for all masses. If the system resides
in a minimum of the potential energy, the dynamical matrix is positive semidefinite, then ω` represents the vibrational frequency associated with the vibrational
mode Ψ̂(`) .
Low-frequency vibrational modes in structural glasses stem from two very different mechanisms: the translational symmetry of the Hamiltonian gives rise to
Goldstone modes, whose frequencies are known to be distributed according to
the Debye law ∼ ωd¯−1 [89], where d¯ denotes the spatial dimension and ω the frequency. In addition to the Goldstone modes, the disordered nature of the glass
microstructure gives rise to a population of soft vibrational modes (at least in
small enough systems, see below), which are believed to be central players in
determining many thermodynamic [87, 88, 90–92], dynamic [14, 93], and solidmechanical [7, 72, 73, 94] glassy phenomena. While the occurrence of Goldstone

M≡
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modes is well-understood, the situation is far less clear for soft glassy modes,
whose precise origin [83, 95–100], structure [101–103], and implications [65, 104]
have been the focus of much attention for several decades now.
In a solid ofplinear size L, the frequency of the lowest Goldstone mode is estimated as 2π µ/ρ/L, where µ is the athermal shear modulus, ρ ≡ mN/Ld¯ is
the mass density, m is the mass of a particle, and N denotes the number of particles [105]. In a recent computational study [103] this relation between the lowest Goldstone mode frequency and system size was exploited: decreasing the size
of glassy samples in three dimensions (3D) pushed the frequencies of Goldstone
modes up, cleanly exposing a population of low-frequency glassy modes. It was
shown in several popular glass forming models that in systems small enough to
sufficiently suppress low-frequency Goldstone modes, the density of vibrational
frequencies (also referred to as the density of states (DOS)) grows from zero as
D (ω ) ∼ ω 4 up to the vicinity of the lowest Goldstone mode frequency, as also
demonstrated in Figure 4.1. In what follows, we refer to the vibrational (normal)
modes that populate the frequency regime in which the ω 4 law holds as harmonic
glassy modes (HGMs). In [103] it was further shown that HGMs are quasilocalized;
they display a disordered core decorated by “continuum-like” far fields that decay
at distances r away from the core as r −2 in 3D. An example of a 2D harmonic glassy
mode is shown in Figure 3.6.
In this chapter we study the intrusion of Goldstone modes into the harmonic
glassy modes’ frequency regime by systematically increasing the system size. We
show (see Figure 4.2) how strong hybridizations then occur that severely destroy
the quasilocalized nature of harmonic glassy modes. This demonstration rules out
the possibility that quasilocalized soft glassy modes can be represented at all as
harmonic normal modes in large systems, and in particular in the thermodynamic
limit, in which Goldstone modes dominate the low-frequency regime. This raises
a crucial question: is there a system-size–independent way to define these glassy
quasilocalized excitations, overcoming the destruction of their identities as normal
modes by hybridization with Goldstone modes?
One approach to overcome the issue of hybridization and mixing of glassy modes
with Goldstone modes in large systems involves the introduction of auxiliary terms
to the Hamiltonian that result in the suppression of Goldstone modes at low frequencies. Soft glassy modes are then manifested as normal modes of the (harmonic
approximation of the) modified Hamiltonian. Wijtmans and Manning took such an
approach in [106], where it was shown that the additional terms in the Hamiltonian
also lead to a suppression of the continuum-like far fields that decorate the core of
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F IGURE 4.1: Density of states D (ω ) averaged over 50000 independent glassy samples of
N = 2000 particles using the 3DIPL computer glass model, see Chapter 2 for model
details. For this system size, the lowest frequency Goldstone modes are pushed to highenough frequencies as to clearly expose the ∼ ω 4 distribution of harmonic glassy modes.

soft glassy modes. The glassy modes, termed “defects” in [106], were shown to
decay exponentially in space, leading to an increase in their energies. A similar
approach was taken by the authors of [107] in the study of low-energy excitations
in the Heisenberg spin glass in 3D. There, a random magnetic field was added to
the spin-glass Hamiltonian, pushing Goldstone modes (in this case, spin-waves)
to higher frequencies, and exposing a population of glassy modes, also found to
follow a ω 4 law. In [108] the effects of pinning particles on the density of states in a
2D system of hard discs were studied, while the focus there was on the properties
of systems approaching the jamming transition.
In this chapter we take an orthogonal approach to the efforts reviewed above;
instead of modifying the Hamiltonian such that soft glassy modes become represented by normal modes, we rather introduce a theoretical framework which
embeds a definition of a family of soft quasilocalized nonlinear excitations that are
entirely indifferent to the proximity (in frequency or energy) of low-lying Goldstone modes. We show that the spatial structure of these excitations shares the
same features as found for harmonic glassy modes: they are also centered on a
disordered core decorated by long-range continuum-like fields. We further show
that their associated quadratic energies converge to those of harmonic modes in
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the limit of small frequencies. These excitations are therefore very good representatives of harmonic glassy modes that would exist in the thermodynamic limit if
Goldstone modes could be completely suppressed.
This chapter is organized as follows; in the next section we very briefly review
the numerical models and methods used in this study; a comprehensive description can be found in Chapter 2. In Section 4.3 we present data that demonstrate the
intrusion of Goldstone modes into the glassy modes’ regime, and show signatures
of the strong hybridization of harmonic glassy modes with Goldstone modes. In
Section 4.4 a set of algebraic equations is introduced whose solutions are coined
nonlinear glassy modes (NGMs), and the nature of these solutions is discussed.
In Section 4.5 a mapping is introduced that can be used in an iterative scheme for
finding solutions to the algebraic equations. Here we further demonstrate that extended modes are always mapped to quasilocalized modes by the iterative scheme.
In Section 4.6 we study various structural and energetic properties of nonlinear
glassy modes, and present our key result discussed above. We summarize our
findings and discuss future work in Section 4.8.

4.2 M ETHODS AND MODELS
In this chapter we employ the 3DIPL computer glass model, described in detail
in Chapter 2. A few issues are demonstrated visually in what follows using twodimensional systems (the 2DIPL model, see Chapter 2 for details), however all reported data is shown for our 3DIPL systems. We study systems with sizes ranging
between N = 103 to N = 106 . Samples were prepared by a quick quench from the
equilibrium liquid phase. Decay profiles of various fields were calculated as described in Appendix B. Vibrational modes were calculating using Matlab [109]. We
used the iterative method explained in Section 4.5 for calculating nonlinear glassy
modes. We deemed a nonlinear mode π̂ converged if the ratio

|M · π̂ −

M:π̂ π̂ U (n)
U (n) •π̂ (n)

|M · π̂ |

• π̂ (n−1) |

< 10−10 .

(4.3)

Here the notation U (n) stands for the rank-n tensor of derivatives of the potential
energy U, and the combination • π̂ (n) denotes a contraction over n instances of
the vector π̂. For example, the second term in the numerator of Equation (4.3)
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corresponds to

M : π̂ π̂
U (n) • π̂ (n−1) ↔
U (n) • π̂ (n)

..
∂4 U
.π̂ j π̂k π̂` .
:: π̂q π̂ j π̂k π̂` ∂~xi ∂~x j ∂~xk ∂~x`

Mqj : π̂q π̂ j

∂4 U
∂~xq ∂~x j ∂~xk ∂~x`

(4.4)

4.3 H YBRIDIZATION OF GLASSY AND G OLDSTONE
MODES
To motivate our study, we demonstrate in this section the intrusion of Goldstone
modes into the harmonic glassy modes’ frequency regime in the vibrational density of states. This is achieved by gradually increasing the system sizes employed,
until the finite-size induced suppression of Goldstone modes is lifted. In Figure 4.2
a) the DOS of our computer glass model is plotted for different system sizes; the
first Goldstone modes are apparent in the form of peaks that shift to the left as
N is increased. We also plot the DOS for systems of N = 4000 for reference, and
superimpose the ω 4 law (continuous line). In samples of our model system prepared by a quick quench from the liquid phase, the Debye frequency ω D ≈ 17
(in the appropriate microscopic units), which means that the glassy modes’ regime
is found for frequencies ω/ω D . 0.05, conditioned that Goldstone modes do not
dwell there. Interestingly, since we perform an ensemble average of the DOS over
at least 5000 independent configurations, the ω 4 law is found to hold below the
lowest Goldstone frequency in all system sizes presented (see inset of Figure 4.2
a)), despite that in some realizations (and more so in larger systems) the lowest
frequency mode is a Goldstone mode [103].
How does the intrusion of Goldstone modes into the glassy modes’ regime effect
their localization properties? This is demonstrated in panels b)-d) of Figure 4.2, in
which the participation ratio e = ( N ∑i (Ψ̂i · Ψi )2 )−1 is plotted vs. frequency. The
participation ratio is a simple measure of the degree of localization of a mode; fully
localized modes would have e ∼ 1/N, while delocalized modes have participation ratios on the order of unity. The symbols represent the means, binned over
frequency, while the shaded areas exclude 10% of the lowest and highest participation ratios, per frequency bin (i.e. it covers 80% of the data points). This analysis
indicates that in all system sizes the modes that populate asymptotically low frequencies are localized modes, as can be seen by comparing the participation ratio
data to the horizontal dashed lines, which follow a 1/N law. Importantly, it also
shows that it is extremely unlikely to find localized modes with frequencies in the
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F IGURE 4.2: a) Density of states D (ω ) for various system sizes (as indicated by the legend),
plotted up to frequencies slightly larger than the lowest Goldstone mode frequency. The
continuous line represents the D (ω ) ∼ ω 4 law. The inset shows a zoomed in view of
the same data up to ω = 0.5, see text for further discussion. b)-d) Participation ratio
e vs. frequency; the symbols represent the means, binned over frequency. For each
bin, we also calculated 10 quintiles; the 2nd-9th quintiles are represented by the shaded
area, which covers 80% of the data. The dashed horizontal lines represent the scaling
e = c/N with c ≈ 60. These data clearly show that due to hybridizations, glassy modes
cannot maintain their quasilocalized character if their frequencies fall in the vicinity of
Goldstone modes’ frequencies.

vicinity of Goldstone modes’ frequencies, due to strong hybridization effects.
In the next section we introduce nonlinear glassy modes which are shown to
be quasilocalized, similarly to harmonic glassy modes. However, nonlinear glassy
modes do not suffer hybridizations, even when their energies are comparable to
Goldstone modes’ energies.
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4.4 D EFINITION OF NONLINEAR GLASSY MODES
Nonlinear glassy modes (NGMs) of order n are defined as solutions π̂ of the following equation
M : π̂ π̂
M · π̂ = (n)
U (n) • π̂ (n−1) ,
(4.5)
(
n
)
U • π̂
2

where M ≡ ∂∂~x∂U~x denotes the dynamical matrix, ~x are the particles’ coordinates,
and κ ≡ M : π̂ π̂ denotes the stiffness associated with an nth order solution π̂.
We reiterate that the notation U (n) stands for the rank-n tensor of derivatives of
the potential energy U, and the combination • π̂ (n) denotes a contraction over n
instances of the vector π̂. For example, for n = 3 and n = 4 Equation (4.5) reads

Mij · π̂ j =

Mqj : ẑq ẑ j
∂3 U
: π̂ j π̂k ,
∂~xi ∂~x j ∂~xk
∂3 U ..
.
π̂
π̂
π̂
q j k
∂~xq ∂~x ∂~x
j

and

Mij · π̂ j =

k

..
∂4 U
.π̂ j π̂k π̂` ,
....π̂q π̂ j π̂k π̂` ∂~xi ∂~x j ∂~xk ∂~x`

Mqj : π̂q π̂ j

∂4 U

∂~xq ∂~x j ∂~xk ∂~x`

(4.6)

(4.7)

respectively. Here and in what follows, repeated subscript indices, that label particles, are assumed to be summed over, unless explicitly indicated otherwise. Wherever unnecessary, we omit the particle indices, then e.g. π̂ or ẑ denotes a normalized N × d¯ dimensional displacement direction in the configuration space of our
system.
The n = 3 case, as spelled out in Equation (4.6), is discussed at length in Chapter 3 (and in [33, 94]), where solutions π̂ were coined nonlinear plastic modes due to
their particular relevance to micromechanical processes of plastic instabilities. In
Chapter 3 it is shown that, for n = 3, solutions π̂ pertain to minima of a barrier
function b(ẑ), defined as
3
Mij : ẑi ẑ j
2
b(ẑ) ≡ 
2 .
3
∂3 U ..
∂~x ∂~x ∂~x .ẑi ẑ j ẑk
i

j

(4.8)

k

The function b(ẑ) represents the height of the potential energy barrier that separates neighboring inherent states, assuming a cubic expansion of the potential
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energy variation stemming from the displacement of particles along ẑ [33, 94].
A straightforward generalization of the barrier function approach can be spelled
out for nonlinear glassy modes of any order. To this aim, we define the nth order
cost functions
(M : ẑẑ)n
.
(4.9)
Gn (ẑ) ≡
(U (n) • ẑ(n) )2

We note that Gn (ẑ) has units of [energy]n−2 , and for orders n > 3 it lacks a clear
physical interpretation. Nevertheless, it is easily shown that solutions π̂ to Equation (4.5) pertain to stationary points, and therefore in particular to local minima,
of Gn (ẑ). This means that such solutions can be easily found numerically by nonlinear minimization techniques of the appropriate cost function, as demonstrated
in Chapter 3 for n = 3.
Two important conclusions arise from this discussion: first, we conclude that
NGMs are directions π̂ with small associated stiffnesses κ ≡ M : π̂ π̂; this directly connects between NGMs and low-frequency vibrational modes Ψ̂, whose
stiffnesses are represented by their associated eigenvalues ω 2 = M : Ψ̂Ψ̂.

The second conclusion is that NGMs are associated with large (Taylor) expansion coefficients U (n) • π̂ (n) of the energy variation upon displacing particles along
π̂. What determines the nth order expansion coefficients of a given mode π̂? In
Figure 4.3 we present scatter plots of U (n) • Ψ̂(n) vs. Ne, where e is the participation
ratio defined above, and the order n is varied between 3 to 8. Explicit expressions for expansion coefficients U (n) • π̂ (n) for particulate systems interacting via
sphero-symmetric pairwise potentials are provided in Appendix A. We deliberately perform this analysis on normal modes Ψ̂ in order to sample a larger range
of degrees of localization compared to that seen for nonlinear glassy modes. Our
analysis clearly demonstrates the general trend that the more localized modes are,
the higher the magnitude of their associated expansion coefficients. This means,
in turn, that in addition to having low associated stiffnesses, solutions to Equation (4.5) tend to be localized, which are precisely the two key characteristics of
harmonic glassy modes [103].
In Figure 4.4 we demonstrate that the relation between the degree of localization
of a mode and its associated expansion coefficients is general, and does not depend
on whether harmonic or nonlinear glassy modes are considered.
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F IGURE 4.3: Expansion coefficients (see text for definition) vs. N times the participation
ratio e of normal modes Ψ̂. We show the absolute values for n = 3, 5, 6, 7 and the bare
numbers for n = 4, 8 which are found to be positive definite in our model. Data is measured for the lowest-frequency mode of 100 independent samples for each system size,
with , ◦, ♦, O and 4 representing systems of N = 1000, 4000, 16000, 64000, and 256000,
respectively. A clear general trend appears: the magnitude of expansion coefficients is
larger the more localized a mode is.

4.5 F INDING NGM S VIA AN ALGEBRAIC MAPPING
We proposed above that NGMs can be found by minimizing the appropriate cost
function Gn (ẑ) over directions ẑ. Here we spell out an iterative method for finding
NGMs; we introduce the mapping

Fn (ẑ) = q

(U ( n )

M−1 · (U (n) • ẑ(n−1) )

• ẑ(n−1) ) · M−2

· (U ( n )

• ẑ(n−1) )

.

(4.10)
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F IGURE 4.4: Expansion coefficients (see text for definition) vs. N times the participation
ratio e of fourth order nonlinear glassy modes π̂ (outlined symbols) and normal modes
Ψ̂ (symbols with no outline). Symbol shapes indicate the system size as described in the
caption of Figure 4.3.

NGMs π̂ of order n are fixed points of the mapping Fn , namely Fn (π̂ ) = π̂. To see
this, we rearrange Equation (3.5) to read
U (n) • π̂ (n)
π̂ = M−1 · (U (n) • π̂ (n−1) ) ,
M : π̂ π̂

(4.11)

and we immediately find that

1
q

(U (n) • π̂ (n−1) )·M−2 ·(U (n) • π̂ (n−1) )

=

M : π̂ π̂
,
U (n) • π̂ (n)

(4.12)

which implies that Fn (π̂ ) = π̂. We have verified numerically that the iterative process ẑq+1 = Fn (ẑq ) (where q now indicates the iteration number) indeed converges
to a solution π̂ of Equation (3.5), as demonstrated in a 3D system of N = 2000
in Figure 4.5 for n = 4, where the initial mode ẑ0 was chosen to be random. We
leave the detailed investigation of the convergence properties of the mapping Fn
for future work.
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OFq NONLINEAR GLASSY MODES

4.6.1 S PATIAL STRUCTURE
In [103] it was reported that harmonic glassy modes are characterized by a disordered core, decorated by a field that decays at distances r from their core as r −2 .
In Figure 4.6 we show the spatial decay profiles (calculated as explained in Appendix B) of the same low-frequency harmonic glassy mode studied in [103] in a
system of N = 106 particles, in addition to the decay profiles of the nonlinear glassy
modes iteratively mapped from the harmonic mode, as described above. We find
that nonlinear modes of all orders decay as r −2 as well. This result, together with
the observation [33, 94] that in 2D systems and for n = 3 nonlinear modes decay as
r −1 , leads us to the assertion that all glassy modes, harmonic and nonlinear, decay
as r1−d¯ away from their core.
Equation (3.5) suggests that NGMs can be thought of as the linear elastic response to a force ∼ U (n) • π̂ (n−1) that depends on the mode π̂ itself. Furthermore,
the continuum-like decay of the far fields of NGM as described above resembles
the linear elastic response to a localized force. To further establish this connection,
we show in Figure 4.7 the spatial decay profiles of the forces U (n) • Ψ̂(n−1) , calculated for the same low-frequency harmonic glassy mode analyzed in Figure 4.6.
Explicit expressions for U (n) • π̂ (n−1) for particulate systems interacting via spherosymmetric pairwise potentials are provided in Appendix A. We find that the forces
decay as ∼ r3−3n , as evident by the far-field flattening out of the spatial decay
profiles of r3n−3 |U (n) • π̂ (n−1) | plotted in Figure 4.7b). This scaling can be easily
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F IGURE 4.6: Spatial decay profiles (see Appendix B for a precise definition) of a harmonic
glassy mode (circles) and of the higher order NGMs mapped from the harmonic mode,
vs. the distance r from the modes’ core.

rationalized using similar arguments to those spelled out in [33] for the n = 3 case.
Figure 4.7b) also shows a strong signature of the core size of quasilocalized glassy
modes, estimated in [103] at approximately 10 inter-particle distances in our computer glass. We have further checked that these results remain unchanged when
the forces are calculated using NGMs of any order.
We conclude that highly localized forces are able to produce NGMs as the system’s linear responses to those forces: for order n = 4, discussed in further detail in
what follows, the force decays away from the core as ∼ r −9 , i.e. extremely quickly.
These results suggest that a close connection exists between the observed structural
and energetic properties of various response functions to local perturbations in disordered elastic solids [82, 110–112], and low-energy glassy modes. They further
establish a link between the lengthscale that characterizes the crossover in such
response functions to the scaling predicted by continuum elasticity [82], and the
lengthscale that characterizes the core size of low-frequency glassy modes [103].

4.6.2 E NERGETICS
We have established that NGMs share the same structural properties as harmonic
glassy modes. We next turn to study the energy variations δU (s) associated with
displacing particles a distance s along NGMs π̂, i.e. following δ~x = sπ̂. In Figure 4.8 we show two examples of such variations calculated in systems of N = 4000
particles; panels a) and b) show the energy variations for a low-frequency harmonic
mode (n = 2), and for the third and fourth order NGMs calculated using the iter-
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F IGURE 4.7: a) Spatial decay profiles (see Appendix B for a precise definition) of the forces
U (n) • π̂ (n−1) , vs. the distance r from the modes’ core. b) Plotting the same decay profiles
of panel a), multiplied by r3n−3 , shows that U (n) • π̂ (n−1) ∼ r3−3n at large r.

ative method starting from the harmonic mode. Variations δU (s) associated with
higher order modes n > 4 are found to be similar in shape to the n = 4 case.
We note that both cases presented in Figure 4.8 were calculated starting from harmonic modes with very low vibrational frequencies ω/ω D ∼ 10−2 (where ω D is
the Debye frequency) as the initial conditions.
These examples demonstrate that low-energy excitations may appear with a
very different character in the glass; some correspond to “double-well” excitations,
whilst others are associated with simple, monotonic energy variations. We further
find that only the third order modes are capable of robustly picking up “doublewell” type excitations. Another feature that stands out is the close similarity between the harmonic mode (n = 2) energy variations, and the n = 4 variations. We
expand further on this point below.
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F IGURE 4.8: a), b) Energy variations δU (s) obtained by displacing particles a distance s
according to δ~x = sπ̂. c), d) Dependence of the stiffnesses of the NGMs on their order n,
for the two cases displayed in panels a) and b), respectively.

In Figure 4.8 c) and d) we show the dependence on the order n of the stiffness
κ ≡ M : π̂ π̂ of the NGMs whose associated energy variations are displayed in
panels a) and b), respectively. Here and in the vast majority (99.7%) of cases studied, the 4th order modes (those that satisfy Equation (4.7)) are found to have the
lowest stiffnesses compared to 3rd and any higher order (n > 4) modes. The differences in stiffnesses between the different orders can be very small; for example, in
the case displayed in Figure 4.8 a) and c), the stiffness of the 8th order mode is approximately 2% larger than the stiffnesses of the 4th order mode. Since this analysis
is performed on NGMs generated from the lowest harmonic mode of the system,
then stiffnesses associated with modes of any order n ≥ 3 must be larger than
the eigenvalue associated with the harmonic mode, which is the globally-minimal
stiffness.
Having found that the fourth order modes are the softest amongst the entire
family of NGMs, we turn now to a large-scale statistical study aimed at comparing
the structure and stiffnesses associated with NGMs and those associated with harmonic glassy modes. We generated a large ensemble of over 500000 glassy solid
samples of N = 2000 particles, and for each of them we calculated the lowest frequency eigenmode Ψ̂ of M. In [103] it was shown that in glassy samples of our
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particular model, created under the same conditions, and having the same number of particles, the lowest frequency mode is a (harmonic) glassy mode, i.e. its
frequency is smaller than the frequency of the lowest Goldstone mode, and it is
quasilocalized. We next used each of the (lowest, per sample) harmonic modes
calculated for each individual sample as the initial conditions for calculating the
fourth order NGM using the iterative method described in Section 4.5.
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F IGURE 4.9: a) Differences from unity of the overlap between harmonic glassy modes, and
the 4th order nonlinear glassy modes mapped from them. The symbols represent the
medians binned over frequency, and the shaded area represents the 2nd-9th quintiles
(out of 10). b) Relative increase in stiffnesses associated with the 4th order nonlinear
glassy modes compared to those associated with harmonic glassy modes. Symbols represent the means binned over frequency, while the shaded areas are as in panel a). Panels c), d) present the same analysis as shown in panels a), b), but for 3rd order nonlinear
glassy modes, see text for discussion.

Figure 4.9 displays our main results; in panel a) we plot the difference from unity
of the overlap between nonlinear glassy modes and their harmonic ancestors. The
symbols represent the medians, binned over frequencies of the harmonic glassy
modes, and the shaded areas cover the 2nd-9th quintiles (out of 10) of each bin.
We find that nonlinear glassy modes become gradually identical to their harmonic
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ancestors, as lower frequencies are considered. We find empirically
1 − π̂ · Ψ̂ ∼ ω 4 .

(4.13)

At this point, however, we have no argument that explains this scaling.
In Figure 4.9 b) we plot the relative increase in the stiffness associated with the
calculated nonlinear glassy modes on top of the stiffness associated with the harmonic glassy modes (which is equal to their frequency squared) used to calculate
the nonlinear modes, vs. the frequency of the harmonic mode. The symbols represent the means, binned over frequency, and shaded areas are as described for panel
a). We find that the stiffnesses κ → ω 2 as ω → 0, and moreover that the relative
differences follow
(κ − ω 2 )/ω 2 ∼ ω 2 ,
(4.14)
consistent with the observation that π̂ → Ψ̂ as ω → 0.

We have repeated the same analysis presented in Figure 4.9 a), b) for the fourth
order nonlinear glassy modes, this time applied to third order (n = 3) modes that
solve Equation (4.6), found via the iterative method introduced in Section 4.5, starting from the lowest harmonic eigenmode of each system. The results are shown
in Figure 4.9 c), d); interestingly, we find that the overlap of n = 3 NGMs with
their harmonic ancestors also converges to unity as ω → 0, as the n = 4 modes
were shown to do in Figure 4.9 a), albeit more slowly. The origin of this difference
between the third and fourth order nonlinear glassy modes is not understood at
this point.
In Figure 4.10 we compare the participation ratios of the harmonic modes (circles) with those of the n = 4 NGMs generated from them (squares), see figure
caption for further details. The statistics of the the two participation ratios converge at low frequencies, as expected from the converging overlaps as shown in
Figure 4.9 a). Interestingly, at higher frequencies the two curves depart in opposite directions: the localization of harmonic modes begins to break down at higher
frequencies (as seen also in Figure 4.2 b)-d)), whereas the localization of nonlinear modes becomes slightly more pronounced. This finding further supports that
low-energy harmonic and nonlinear glassy modes are characterized by the same
system– and preparation-protocol–dependent localization length.
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nonlinear modes, respectively) mark the onset and offset of the 2nd and 9th quintiles
(out of 10), respectively.

4.7 D ISENTANGLING OF GLASSY AND G OLDSTONE
MODES
In this final section we show how our framework can be used to define and study
glassy modes that cannot be realized as normal modes due to hybridizations with
Goldstone modes. We first show in Figure 4.11 a)-c) examples of various delocalized modes in 2D (see caption for details), and the NGMs obtained by iteratively
applying the mapping Equation (4.10) with n = 4 on these delocalized modes,
until convergence to the modes displayed in panels d)-f). It is clear that NGMs
exhibit the same structural features of harmonic glassy modes, and of the objects
that destabilize under imposed deformation [34, 94], regardless of the initial mode
from which the NGMs are calculated.
In Figure 4.12 a) we replot the analysis of participation ratio data presented in
Figure 4.2 d), calculated for low-frequency harmonic normal modes of 5000 samples with N = 64000 particles. We superimposed on this plot a subset of data
points (green circles) that represent the participation ratios of nonlinear glassy
modes calculated in the same systems, starting from the nonaffine displacement
response to a simple shear deformation (see e.g. [36] for definition; a 2D example is
displayed in Figure 4.11 b) as the initial conditions for the calculation. We note that
NGMs are not vibrational modes, and therefore are not, strictly speaking, characterized by vibrational frequencies. For the sake of comparison, we can neverthe-
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F IGURE 4.11: a) A hybridized glassy and Goldstone vibrational mode. b) The non-affine
displacement responses to an imposed simple shear deformation (see e.g. [36] for definition). c) A random mode. d)-f) display the fourth order nonlinear modes obtained using
the iterative mapping method introduced in this chapter, with the modes of panels a)-c)
used as the initial conditions, respectively.

less define an analogue to vibrational modes’ frequencies
√for a√given NGM π̂ as
the square root of their associated stiffness, namely ω ≡ κ = M : π̂ π̂. In Figure 4.12 a) we present data points for NGMs with frequencies that fall precisely in
the vicinity of the lowest Goldstone modes’ frequency, where a clear void appears
in the participation ratio data for harmonic modes. This shows that these same
quasilocalized excitations that could be realized as harmonic normal modes in the
absence of Goldstone modes, are accessible via a nonlinear glassy modes analysis. We further note that the calculated NGMs have smaller participation ratios
relative to the harmonic modes, as also shown in Figure 4.10; these are expected
to converge to the same values found for harmonic modes in the limit ω → 0, as
indicated by the data of Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.12 b) displays one of these calculated NGMs, demonstrating again its
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structural glasses depends on our ability to robustly define and identify these excitations under any conditions, and in particular in large systems in which the lowfrequency regime of the density of vibrational modes is overwhelmed by Goldstone modes. In this chapter we introduced a class of soft quasilocalized nonlinear
excitations; these excitations are not normal modes of the harmonic approximation of the potential energy, and are consequently insensitive to the presence of
Goldstone modes with comparable energies in their vicinity. We provide numerical evidence showing that these nonlinear excitations mimic very well harmonic
glassy modes, both in their structural and energetic attributes.
Amongst the family of nonlinear excitations introduced in this chapter, of particular importance are the third and fourth order nonlinear modes, as defined in
Equations (4.6) and (4.7), respectively. Third order (n = 3) nonlinear modes, dis-
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cussed in Chapter 3 are coined nonlinear plastic modes [94]; they were shown to be
important for elasto-plastic processes, and to outperform harmonic modes in their
ability to predict the loci and geometry of plastic activity in slowly sheared athermal glasses [33]. Here we further highlighted the sensitivity of n = 3 modes to local “double-well” like excitations, as seen in Figure 4.8 b). These excitations, which
may be effectively detected and investigated using our proposed framework, could
serve as the speculated two-level systems responsible for the anomalous thermodynamics of glasses at sub-Kelvin temperatures [87, 88].
Our key result regards, however, the utility of fourth order (n = 4) modes, which
were shown to be associated with very small energies, the smallest amongst all
nonlinear modes of any other order n 6= 4. We assert that the n = 4 modes are the
best candidates to represent soft glassy excitations in glasses, in situations in which
a conventional harmonic normal-mode analysis is futile.
Fourth order NGMs also constitute a robust definition of the low-energy excitations proposed in the Soft Potential Model framework [91, 95]. In this framework,
a glass is envisioned to be partitioned into subsystems, and a soft quasilocalized
mode is assumed to dwell in each such subsystem. The statistical properties of the
expansion coefficients associated with those modes are discussed; the framework
assumes that the 4th order expansion coefficients are frequency independent, as
indeed verified in [103] for harmonic glassy modes, and therefore holds for NGMs
as well, as implied by the data of Figures 4.3 and 4.10.
Here, we did not touch extensively upon calculation issues of NGMs. Clearly,
the practical usefulness of the framework introduced here depends on the future
availability and robustness of techniques and algorithms for the detection of the entire field of low-energy NGMs. In Section 4.6 we do, however, discuss how NGMs
can be thought of as the linear elastic response to a very localized force. A systematic study of the properties of those forces whose linear elastic response pertain
to NGMs is thus highly desirable—it will allow for the construction of smart initial conditions which will, in turn, be iteratively mapped onto the lowest-energy
NGMs. Future detection algorithms should be benchmarked against the computational approaches mentioned in the introduction [106, 107], in which auxiliary
terms are added to the Hamiltonian with the goal of singling out soft glassy modes.
Another question that calls for further investigation regards the generality of
our results; it would be interesting to test whether any of the qualitative results
presented here depend on the properties of the model glasses studied, and if such
dependencies are observed, how can they be explained.
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GLASSES
This chapter is based on: Triet Dang, Luka Gartner, Edan Lerner, Peter Schall.
Free energy of colloidal glasses. In preparation.

5.1 I NTRODUCTION
Colloidal glasses are a class of complex materials which feature interesting optical [113], dynamical [114, 115], and rheological [116] properties. Of particular
interest from a scientific viewpoint are colloidal glasses of hard particles (such as
PMMA), whose equilibrium properties are believed to mimic those of dense hard
sphere systems. These system, when made sufficiently dense, exhibit slow glassy
relaxation patterns, and therefore serve as popular model systems for the investigation of many intriguing phenomena, including the glass [114, 117, 118], yielding [116, 119, 120] and jamming [121, 122] transitions.
Many efforts to unravel the origin of slow relaxation in deeply supercooled liquids seek to relate structural observables to spatial dynamical patterns. In computer simulations many structural observables have been proposed as good predictors of relaxation dynamics, including locally favored structures [123–125], lowfrequency vibrational modes [126, 127], machine-learned softness fields [128], shorttime dynamics [114, 129, 130], and various geometric order parameters [131–133].
In contrast to computer simulations, experiments on colloidal glasses cannot
yield the same wealth of information. Notwithstanding this, key observations
have been made in experimental studies of colloidal glasses by means of confocal
microscopy, which can yield time-resolved three-dimensional trajectories of large
numbers of particles. Some examples are shear bending and flow-concentration
coupling [134], visualization of aging dynamics [115], and measurement of the vibrational density of states of glasses [135].
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In this chapter we aim to establish the local free energy of a colloidal glass as
a structural observable that may potentially reveal a possible link between microstructure and glassy dynamics. Since elasticity in these systems is dominated
by entropy, it is likely that mechanics and dynamics can be understood via the
systematic investigation of the spatial distribution of free energies.
Local fields of free energy are not trivially defined. One route suggested in previous work [136] to access the local free energy in colloidal/hard sphere glasses is
cell theory [137]. Cell theory assumes that the movement of each particle in the
glass is restricted by its neighbors to a volume called a cell. Within their cells, the
particles are assumed to move independently from the rest of the system. The partition function of the system can then be calculated as the product of the partition
functions of individual particles, which can be obtained from the volume of their
cell.
Our aim in this chapter is threefold. First, using computer simulations of hard
sphere systems, we assess the validity of cell theory by comparing it to the exact
free energy as obtained by thermodynamic integration. We find that the two methods are in good agreement for higher packing fractions, where the vibrational part
of the entropy dominates, but they diverge as the systems become diluted, and the
configurational entropy starts to have a more prominent role.
Next, we go further and put forward a method that allows us to estimate the
sizes of particles in an experimental setup. Determining the exact particle sizes of
the colloidal glasses used in experiments is difficult. Both the measuring instruments and the preparation process play a role in this [138, 139]. The method we
propose combats this by using only the positions of the particle centers and the
average particle size. This assumption is based on the fact that there is a high correlation between the particle radius and the free energy assigned to its Voronoi cell.
Using this knowledge, we can estimate the individual sizes of the particles by using Voronoi tessellation. This, in turn, allows the estimation of the local free energy
of particles via cell theory. We compare the performance of our proposed method
with the free energy obtained by using the cell theory, but assuming that all the
particles have the same radius, namely the known average radius of the system.
Finally, we apply our methods to experimental data. We find that our method
provide reasonable approximations of local free energy fields. We hope that it will
be utilized in future investigations aimed at discovering the link between structure
and dynamics in deeply supercooled liquids.
The simulations used in this chapter are all done using the event-driven molecular dynamics. The number of particles in the systems is set to N = 1000 and their
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thermal energy was set to unity as k B T = 1. The particle radii were drawn from a
normal distribution with mean of σ̄ = 0.5 and polydispersity s, defined as the ratio
of the standard deviation and the mean of a distribution, of s = 8%.
This chapter is organized as follows; Section 5.2 introduces the hard sphere
model and the computational details used in the simulations. The free energy of
the glasses is calculated using thermodynamic integration in Section 5.3 and using cell theory in Section 5.4, and the comparison between the two is detailed in
Section 5.5. In Section 5.6 we introduce the new method of estimating the sizes of
particles in experimental setups and compare its performance to cell theory. We
conclude the chapter with a summary in Section 5.7.

5.2 T HE HARD SPHERE MODEL
The hard sphere model is a widely used model in statistical physics. This is due
to the fact that, despite its simplicity, this model can be used to study many different systems, including gases [140], supercooled liquids [141, 142], dense suspensions [143, 144] and granular media [145–147], and also a variety of phenomena
like crystal nucleation [148], bubble formation [149], shear thickening [150], jamming [151, 152] and glassy dynamics [153–156].
The hard sphere model defines particles as impenetrable spheres which exhibit
no long-range interactions and cannot overlap. This means that the only way the
particles can interact is via elastic collisions. The interaction potential of the particles is defined as
(
∞ if rij < σi + σj ,
ϕ HS (rij ) =
(5.1)
0 else.
Here, σi and σj are the radii of ith and jth particle respectively, and rij is the distance
between their centers.
The single parameter that determines the phase behavior and dynamics of hard
sphere systems is the packing fraction φ, defined as
φ=

∑iN=1 Vi
,
V

(5.2)

where V is the volume of the whole system, and Vi is the volume of the ith particle.
A higher packing fraction implies a denser system.
Throughout this chapter, we express lengths in terms of the average particle di-
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ameter d,¯ mass in termsp
of the mass m of the particles, energies in terms of k B T ,
and time in units of t = md¯2 /4k B T.

5.2.1 D ETERMINING EQUILIBRIUM STATES IN THE HARD SPHERES
LIQUID

The procedure by which we create the initial glass configuration creates systems
with a high free energy. As the simulation runs, the particles in the glass naturally
rearrange themselves into more efficient packings with lower free energy. This
process is called aging. As the free energy is reduced, so is the mean pressure
of the system. We can use this to monitor our approach to the equilibrium. The
pressure value over the course of the simulation can easily be recorded. As we
observe the pressure versus time, we expect it to plateau to its steady state value
when the glass reaches equilibrium.
Before looking into the details of the pressure calculation, we should take a moment to discuss potential crystal formation in our system. After fixing the temperature and the packing fraction, we want to make sure that crystallization is avoided,
since we are interested in studying amorphous materials. It has been found that
for polydispersity of s < 7%, systems tend to crystallize over time, while higher
polydispersities tend to produce glasses [157]. This is due to the fact that the irregularities introduced by the high polydispersity make it highly unlikely to have
an efficient packing of the particles that is required by the crystal, at least within
our simulation time. For this reason, we are using systems with polydispersity of
s = 8%.
Now we can resume the investigation of the pressure P which, in hard sphere
systems, is calculated as [55]
"
#
1
1
2
~ric jc · ∆~vic ,
P=
h vi i +
(5.3)
3V ∑
∆t ∑
c
i
where the second sum runs over all of the collisions c that happen in the interval
∆t, and calculates the dot product of the change in the velocity of the ith particle
∆~vic and the distance between the particles involved ~ric jc = ~ric −~r jc .
Determining whether the equilibrium state is reached by monitoring the pressure can sometimes be difficult. Figure 5.1 shows the mean pressure vs time for
different packing fractions. The signal for each packing fraction realization is an
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F IGURE 5.1: The mean pressure vs time for different packing fractions. The packing fractions are, from bottom to top: φ = 0.56, 0.57, 0.58, 0.59, 0.595, 0.6, 0.605, 0.61, 0.615, 0.62.
As expected, the lower pressure, more dilute systems reach the equilibrium state faster,
where their pressures oscillate around a constant value.

average of 15 runs. We notice that the lower packing fractions very quickly reach
equilibrium, when their pressure becomes constant. On the other hand, the pressure of the higher packing fractions is still declining at the longest times simulated.
The cutoff for this behavior is not clear, but we can be relatively sure that at least
the lowest three packing fractions shown, φ ≤ 0.58, are equilibrated.

A more precise method of determining whether the equilibrium is reached is by
calculating the density autocorrelation function Fs , defined as
Fs (k, tw , t) =

1 N i~k·(~r j (t−tw )−~r j (tw ))
h e
i,
N j∑
=1

(5.4)

where ~k is the wavevector of amplitude k, ~r j (t) is the position of the jth particle
at time t, tw is the initial reference time, and the averaging is done over a sphere
of all the directions for the wavevector ~k. Since glasses have no ordered internal
structure, the systems we study are isotropic. That means that, instead of averag-
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ing over the whole sphere, we can choose some limited number of directions and
calculate their average. For the purposes of this study, we have chosen
k̂ ∈ (1, 0, 0) , (0, 1, 0) , (0, 0, 1) ,
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(5.5)

and their equivalents in the other octants of the sphere. Here k̂ is the direction of
the vector ~k = k k̂.
This autocorrelation function tells us how similar the system at time t is to the
one at time tw . Its value runs from zero to one, with one meaning the systems are
identical. The time after which the autocorrelation function decays to some lower
value (usually 1/e) is called the relaxation time τ. We can detect whether the system is in equilibrium if it has a discernible relaxation time, i.e. its autocorrelation
function has a noticeable decay within the simulation time, and is independent of
the time tw .
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F IGURE 5.2: Sketch of the RDF in two dimensions. In this example, g(r ) = 3/A, where A
is the area of the shell.
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In order to calculate the autocorrelation function, we first need to choose an appropriate amplitude of the wavevector. For this reason, we introduce the radial
distribution function (RDF) g(r ). The RDF describes how the density varies with
the distance from a reference particle [55]
g (r ) =

1
h δ(r − rij )i,
ρ i∑
6= j

(5.6)

where ρ = N/V is the number density, rij is the distance between particles i and
j, and h...i denotes the thermal average. Figure 5.2 shows a simplified sketch of
the process of the RDF calculation. The system is divided into concentric shells of
equal width around a reference particle. For each shell at distance r, the number
density is calculated. The ratio of this value to the number density of an ideal gas
at the same distance gives us the radial distribution for the reference particle. The
system average of this value gives us the RDF of the system.
The peaks of the RDF show at what distance, locally around an average particle, the other particles are most densely packed. This implies that the first peak
approximately gives the radius of the cavity the particles are in. Looking at Equation (5.4), we see that the wavevector amplitude of k = 2π/x, for some distance
x, is attuned to register when the particles have moved x away from their starting
position, since up to that distance the value of Fs would be close to one, and become lower as the particles move farther away. Since the structure of the system
is changed when the particles leave their local cavity, we can monitor the change
of the system structure by choosing k = 2π/r1 , where r1 is the distance to the first
peak of the RDF.
Figure 5.3 shows the RDF for different packing fractions. Our main interest is
the first peak, which is found around distance r = 1, regardless of the packing
fraction. This means that we can use the same wavevector k = 2π for all of our
autocorrelation function calculations.
We use the autocorrelation function to monitor the approach to the equilibrium
as shown in Figure 5.4. Clearly, systems with packing fractions φ = 0.58 and lower
have reached the equilibrium during the simulation run. For denser systems we
would need much longer running times.
For the next section, we need the equilibrium pressure of the systems. This poses
no problem for packing fractions of φ ≤ 0.58. For higher packing fractions, we
consider the pressure for the most deeply aged systems we can generate. Namely,
we choose the mean value of the pressure in the range of 9800 ≤ t ≤ 10000.
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F IGURE 5.3: Radial distribution function for different packing fractions. The position of
the first peak does not depend on the packing fraction, and is uniformly around r = 1.

5.3 C ALCULATING THE FREE ENERGY OF COLLOIDAL
GLASSES : T HERMODYNAMIC INTEGRATION
Thermodynamic integration is a method which allows us to calculate the differences in the free energy of the system when some parameter that specifies the state
of the system is changed. It has been used for studying various systems including
ions in a solution [158], Lennard–Jones models [159], and hard cubes [160]. We
want to study the change in the pressure with the density of the system, so our
choice for the parameter is the number density ρ.
We use thermodynamic integration as a benchmark to compare the free energy
calculations acquired by other methods. Since we are not interested in the absolute
value of the free energy, but rather in its variation with φ, we set the reference free
volume to zero.
Unfortunately, the free energy cannot be calculated directly, neither in simulations nor in experiments. On the other hand, we can directly calculate the derivative of the free energy


∂F
= − P.
(5.7)
∂V
Using Equation (5.7), we can find how the free energy depends on the number
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F IGURE 5.4: Density autocorrelation functions for different packing fractions. The legend
in the top left plot is applicable to the other plots as well. As we can see, at packing
fraction φ = 0.585, the equilibrium relaxation time appears to be longer than our simulations.
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density

PN
∂F
∂F ∂V
  = 2 .
=
∂ρ
∂V ∂ N
ρ
V

(5.8)

Finally, by integrating over the number density, we have
F
Ffinal
= initial +
N
N

Z ρ
P(ρ0 )
ρ0

ρ 02

dρ0 .

(5.9)

Since we have chosen the reference free energy Finitial , in order to calculate the free
energy from Equation (5.9), we only need to extract the equilibrium pressure of the
system from our simulations.
Calculating the correct pressure for a specific packing fraction using simulations
requires a large data set. This is due to the fact that the pressure is taken to be
the mean of different realizations of the system, and the pressure of the individual
realizations can vary significantly, even if the packing fraction and temperature are
the same. The reason for the variations between the realizations is that both the
pressure and the number density are inversely proportional to the volume of the
system. On the other hand, the volume of the system is proportional to the total
volume of the particles
Vsystem = Vparticles /φ,
(5.10)
and since the particle sizes are taken randomly from a distribution, there can be a
significant difference in their total volume between the realizations.
We can reduce these variations by calculating the mean particle volume that our
distribution would yield
Vparticles =

4π
3

Z ∞
−∞

σ3 P(σ)dσ,

(5.11)

where P(σ ) is the distribution of the radii. In our case, that is the normal distribution. Using this together with Equation (5.10) to find the idealized system
volume, we finally find the pressure and the number density for our realizations.
Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of the pressures obtained directly from the simulation (P data) and calculated using the ideal system volume (PV/V̄ data). The
data were extracted from the same one thousand simulations with N = 1000 and
φ = 0.56. Their mean values for pressures were calculated to be identical. The more
pronounced peak and the smaller spread of values of the “idealized” calculation
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F IGURE 5.5: Comparison of the distribution of the pressures obtained directly from the
simulations (P), and calculated using the idealized volume of the system (PV/V̄). As
we can see, the latter shows a more pronounced peak and less variation. The mean
values for both were calculated to be the same. The values were extracted from the
same data set of a thousand simulation runs for N = 1000 and φ = 0.56.

shows how, for a smaller data set, this can be the preferred method for pressure
calculation.
In Figure 5.6, we see the free energy (left panel) and the pressure (right panel) vs
the packing fraction. The free energy shown here is our benchmark, which we use
to gauge the validity of the cell theory, explained in the next section.

5.4 C ELL THEORY
Cell theory is a simple and widely used method for calculating the free energy of
glasses and liquids, among other things. Besides an intuitive microscopic formulation, the appeal of cell theory comes form enormous simplicity and applicability
to systems in which particle positions and sizes are know (e.g. experiments).
In the cell theory, the volume of the whole system is divided into N cells, one for
each particle. The movement of each particle is restricted to its cell by its neighbors,
and is considered to be independent of the rest of the system [137, 161–163].
We can find the cellular partitioning using the Voronoi tessellation. The Voronoi
tessellation divides the space of the system into cells assigned to each particle. The
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F IGURE 5.6: Free energy (left panel) and pressure (right panel) vs packing fraction. The free
energy was obtained using the thermodynamic integration from the pressure values.
Finitial = F (φ = 0.05) was set to zero.

cell of a particle consists of every point in the system that is closer to its particle
than to any other particle. Our goal is to use cell theory to calculate the free energy
of the system. In a hard sphere system, the free energy F is defined as
F = −k B T ln Q,

(5.12)

where Q is the partition function. In order to find the partition function, we need
to determine all the possible positions of the particles within their cells. In order
to do this, we introduce the free volume. The free volume in a potential U (~r ) is
defined as [137]
Z
Vf =

cell

e−U (~r)/k B T d~r,

(5.13)

where the integration is performed over the whole cell. For the hard sphere potential in Equation (5.1), this reduces to the volume accessible to the centers of the particles without having the particle overlap with other particles. Voronoi tessellation
instead shows us the volume available to the whole particle, so we need to modify
the way we calculate the free volume. Figure 5.7 shows a simplified description
of our process. We observe a single particle and its neighbors, momentarily ignoring the rest of the system. In order to find the volume available to the center of
the particle, we first reduce every particle to a point. Next, in order to account for
the true particle sizes, we shift each point-like particle towards the observed one
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by the sum of their respective radii. Voronoi tessellation of the point-like particles
now gives us the correct free volume.
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F IGURE 5.7: Sketch of the free volume calculation process. On the left we have the true
state of the system, on the right only the particle centers. The blue points are the particle
centers before moving them towards the purple reference particle.

We find the partition function from the free volume as [137]
Q=

N

Vf

∏ Λ3i ,

(5.14)

i =1

1/2
where Vf i is the free volume of the ith particle, and Λ = h2 /2πmk B T
is its
thermal wavelength, m being the mass of the particle. In essence, we are sampling
over all of the possible configurations for the system, assuming that the movement
of each particle is independent within its cell. Finally, using Equations (5.7) and
(5.14), we arrive at the following expression for the free energy
N

F = −k B T ∑ ln
i =1



Vf i

Λ3



.

(5.15)

We can now use Equation (5.15) to calculate the free energy using the cell theory
and compare this to our benchmark in Figure 5.8.
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5.5 C OMPARING CELL THEORY AND THERMODYNAMIC
INTEGRATION
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F IGURE 5.8: Validation of cell theory by comparing the free energies extracted using thermodynamic integration and the Voronoi tessellation. Higher packing fractions show
better agreement because the Voronoi cells are a better representation of the volume to
which particles are confined at higher densities.

Figure 5.8 is the main result of the chapter. It shows the free energy vs packing fraction calculated using cell theory and thermodynamic integration. In the
plot, the cell theory free energy has been shifted by a constant factor such that
FTDI = FCT at φ = 0.62. Here FTDI and FCT are the thermodynamic integration and
the cell theory free energies, respectively. In order to justify this shift, we need to
look at the qualitative difference between the two methods. The thermodynamic
integration calculates the total free energy, coming from both the configurational
and vibrational entropy. The cell theory, on the other hand, only considers the configurations where the particles are moved in the vicinity of their mean positions.
This means that only the vibrational entropy is taken into account.
It has been shown that the configurational entropy vanishes at packing fraction
φ ≈ 0.62 for the hard spheres [164]. This means that, at that point, both thermody86
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namic integration and cell theory calculate qualitatively the same free energy, and
we can therefore set them to be equal without a large loss of accuracy. This also explains why the comparison of the two methods is good for high packing fraction,
as the configurational entropy plays a small role there.
For the intermediate packing fractions 0.58 ≤ φ < 0.61, the free energy obtained
by using the cell theory is lower than the benchmark. That implies that the vibrational entropy estimated by the cell theory is higher than the combined vibrational
and configurational entropy of the thermodynamic integration. Though this seems
counter-intuitive, there is an explanation. The configurational energy is still relatively low, so it does not play a dominant role. Moreover, we must remember that
one of the assumptions of the cell theory is that the particles move independently
within their cell. While this is obviously not true, the error increases as the system
is diluted. This is because, as the potential range of the particles is increased, there
are relatively more configurations that the cell theory takes into account as valid,
even though they would cause hard particles to overlap. The result is that the cell
theory assumes there are more possible states then there actually are, and thus the
entropy it calculates is higher.
As the packing fraction is lowered to φ < 0.58, the configurational entropy increases enough for the total entropy obtained by the thermodynamic integration to
surpass the vibrational entropy obtained by the cell theory. This can also be understood at an intuitive level. The system becomes so dilute that the particles are no
longer caged by their neighbors, and so the whole volume is available to them. On
the other hand, the cell theory still assumes that the particles are confined to their
Voronoi cells, and so greatly underestimates the total number of possible configurations.

5.6 C ALCULATING THE FREE ENERGY OF
EXPERIMENTAL COLLOIDAL GLASSES
In this section we introduce a new way of calculating the free energy of experimental colloidal glasses. Our goal is to develop a method that can yield an approximation of the free energy with as few parameters as possible. In experiments it
is difficult to track the precise location of the particles. This is both because of the
resolution of the measuring device, and the fact that the particles can leave its field
of view [138]. Likewise, it is difficult to prepare samples of the desired packing
fraction without systematic errors [138, 139].
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The most precise methods for combating this require measurements over prolonged periods of time. In this section, we present a method that requires only
the positions of the particles at one point in time, and an estimation of the average
radius, in order to produce a good assessment of the free energy of the system.
In order to explain this method, we first need to introduce a few definitions. Let
us assume that we have the positions of the particles of a system, and that we know
their average size. We can perform the Voronoi tessellation on the system, using the
particle centers, and find a cavity of volume Vi associated with each particle i. Note
that this is not the same as the free volume of the particle as we are ignoring their
actual individual sizes. Let us now define the “free energies” associated with this
volume f i = − log Vi . Intuitively, we expect that the larger particles have larger Vi ,
and thus smaller f i . We also expect that, in the energetically optimal configuration,
larger particles of the system are not neighboring each other. For that reason, we
define f˜i as the average cavity free energy of the neighbors of the particle i. The
particle’s neighbors are defined as the particles whose Voronoi cells share a face
with the reference particle. With that in mind, we would expect that the value
f i − f˜i is indicative of the particle size.
In order to test this, we look at the simulated data, and compare how f i − f˜i
changes with the particle radii. Figure 5.9 shows the scatter plot of the particle
sizes vs f i − f˜i . The upper plot represents the data for varying packing fractions

from φ = 0.56 to φ = 0.62 with 15 runs per packing fraction. The lower plot
shows the same data with values for σ averaged over the slices of f i − f˜i . Different
colors represent different packing fractions. From the figure we can conclude that
there is a rough linear dependence between f i − f˜i and σi , regardless of the packing
fraction. Using this data, we extract the following relation
σi = 0.5 − 0.4( f i − f˜i ).

(5.16)

It should be noted that the systems used to acquire this data have the average
particle diameter set to d¯ = 1.0. Using similar data, but varying the average particle
diameter, we can get a more general relation

σi = d¯ 0.5 − 0.4( f i − f˜i ) .
(5.17)
Therefore, knowing only the average diameter of the particles and their positions
in the system, we can assign individual radii to the particles. We do this by first
calculating f i − f˜i with the Voronoi tessellation, and then using Equation (5.17) to
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F IGURE 5.9: Particle radius vs f i − f˜i . The colors represent different packing fractions from
φ = 0.56 to φ = 0.62. The upper plot shows all the particles. The lower plot shows the
mean values over slices of f i − f˜i .
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obtain the radii. We can now use the cell theory method to calculate the free energy
of the system. We note that by using the calculated radii the particles can now
overlap, since the method puts no constraints on the particle sizes. To overcome
this, during free energy calculation with the cell theory, the centers of the particles
are pushed up to the point of touching, if their radii are too big. Otherwise, the
volume created would exclude the reference particle itself and would not be a good
representation of the free volume available to it.
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F IGURE 5.10: A test of our method by comparing the free energy vs packing fraction with
the results obtained from thermodynamic integration and cell theory. The uniform particle size curve represents the calculation performed using the average radius for all
particles.

Figure 5.10 shows the result of our method. Displayed is the free energy vs packing fraction for thermodynamic integration, cell theory, and the protocol explained
above. Also included is the cell theory calculation based on a single particle size
across the entire system. Overall, the data compares well with the free energy calculated using the cell theory and the exact particle radii. The deviations of our
method from the thermodynamic integration are similar to those shown by the cell
theory. This is because they use the same principal idea. We also notice that our
method show systematically better results compared to the simpler approach of
using the average radius for all the particles.
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Having in mind that this method requires only the positions of the particles at
a single point in time, and an estimate of the average particle diameter, while producing a reasonable agreement with the cell theory results, we conclude that it is
very efficient for the calculation of the system free energy.
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F IGURE 5.11: Distribution of the free energies of the particles in the system. The blue data
is obtained using the Voronoi tessellation from 15 simulations for each packing fraction.
The red data is obtained from the same simulations using the method explained in this
chapter.

So far, we have only compared the free energies of the system, and not the individual particles. Figure 5.11 shows the distributions of the free energies of the
particles within a system for varying packing fractions. The data obtained by the
Voronoi tessellation and the method explained in this chapter are compared. While
the mean values compare reasonably well, the simulated data peaks at lower free
energies and has a longer tail toward the higher free energies, especially for systems with higher packing fraction. The shift of the peak can be ascribed to the fact
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that, as explained above, the particle centers are pushed only as far as possible during the final free energy calculation. That would imply that they have higher free
volume, on average, and thus lower free energy.

5.6.1 R ESULTS
We now use our method on experimental data. The data is obtained from colloidal
samples consisting of PMMA particles with an average diameter estimated to be
in the range of 1.4–1.5µm, with polydispersity of ∼ 5% [165]. The particles were
suspended in a mixture of cisdecaline and cycloheptyl bromide. The packing fractions of the samples are φ = 0.56, 0.58, 0.6, and 0.62. The positions of the particles
were obtained using a fast confocal microscope. We use these positions and Equation (5.17) to find the particle radii for several different d,¯ and compare the free
energies they yield with the values obtained using the thermodynamic integration
and cell theory.
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F IGURE 5.12: Free energy vs packing fraction calculated from the experimental data using
our method, for different assumed average diameters d.¯ The thermodynamic integration and cell theory curves are calculated from the simulated data. As we see, the use
of suitable average particle diameter d¯ gives good agreement with the thermodynamic
integration.
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F IGURE 5.13: Distribution of the free energies of the particles in the experiment for different
values of d.¯ The comparison of the shape of the distributions to the Figure 5.11 is very
good, except for the case of φ = 0.62.

In Figure 5.12 we show the free energies obtained from different assumed average diameters of the particles and compare them to the free energies calculated
with thermodynamic integration and cell theory. The data shows good agreement,
especially for the average diameters of d¯ = 1.41, 1.415, and 1.42. For these values
we look at the individual particle free energy distribution in Figure 5.13. We can
compare the shapes of the distribution to the Figure 5.11. With the exception of
packing fraction φ = 0.62, distributions have similar features to their counterparts
from Figure 5.11. On average, the shapes from the experiments are more narrow
and have a less pronounced tail toward the higher free energies.
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5.7 S UMMARY
In this chapter we have studied the free volume distribution and free energy of
colloidal glasses. First, we have introduced the basic concepts of the hard sphere
model, as well as its properties, such as packing fraction, pressure, and free energy,
which we are interested in calculating in our simulations. We have established how
we have determined whether these systems have reached their equilibrium state
by monitoring the density autocorrelation function.
We have discussed two methods for calculating the free energy of the hard sphere
system—thermodynamic integration and cell theory. Thermodynamic integration
is a versatile method that allows us to calculate the free energy over the whole
range of the packing fractions, provided we know the free energy of low initial
packing fraction of the colloidal glass and, crucially, have knowledge of the pressure, which makes this method unfeasible experimentally. Also, it is not a local
measure of the free energy. For these reasons we also consider cell theory, for which
the thermodynamic integration provides a benchmark. Cell theory is a simple and
intuitive method that relies on dividing the entire system into cells occupied by
single particles, in which they can move unobstructed. The comparison of these
two methods, and the main result of the chapter, are summarized in Figure 5.8.
Since cell theory only calculates the vibrational entropy contribution to the free
energy, the methods compare well for higher packing fractions φ & 0.61. In the
intermediate region 0.58 . φ . 0.61, the assumptions of cell theory lead to a slight
overestimation of the entropy, which leads to lower free energies. Finally, for the
more dilute systems φ . 0.58, cell theory stops being valid, and the free energies
diverge significantly.
Additionally, we have introduced a new method of calculating the free energy of
experimental systems of colloidal glasses. This method requires only knowledge
of the positions of the particles in the system at one point in time, and their average
radii. It relies on cell theory and the fact that the Voronoi volume of each particle
is highly correlated with its size. This allows us to estimate local particle sizes.
This method can be calibrated to show results similar to the simulations, without
the need for tracking the particles directly. Our results support that employing
cell theory, in addition to improving estimations of particle sizes in colloidal glass
experiments, can provide a valuable tool for investigating structure-dynamics relations in deeply supercooled colloidal systems.
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In physics, the term ‘solid’ is frequently associated with crystals, despite the fact
that there is a vast number of solid structures that are not crystalline, such as amorphous or glassy solids. Due to their periodic structures and long-range order, even
complex crystalline structures can be studied with the help of mathematical tools
such as Bloch states, Brillouin zones, k-space, etc. Glassy solids, on the other hand,
do not offer any mitigating circumstances with respect to their theoretical treatment, due to their lack of long-range order and an underwhelming and rather featureless internal structure, at least on face level.
In this thesis we study microscopic and micromechanical characterizers of glassy
configurations. Our first focus is on the mechanical properties of glasses in the context of the yielding transition, which occurs as the amorphous solid is deformed
beyond its elastic limit, such that substantial irreversible flow sets in. Though extensively studied, this transition is still not well understood. We take a look at this
elusive phenomenon on a microscopic level and develop an approach that has embedded within it a micromechanical definition of the very carriers of plasticity that
are responsible for yielding. Inspired by these results, we extend the proposed theoretical framework for plasticity carriers to study other low-energy excitations that
universally emerge in structural glasses made by cooling a melt. Finally, we explore the free energy of the hard spheres model and its experimental equivalent—
Brownian colloidal glasses. Specifically, we aim to establish the local—i.e. particle
level— free energy as a bridge between micro-structure and glassy dynamics. Our
results are arranged into Chapters 3–5, described in more detail below.
In Chapter 3 we study the micromechanics of plastic instabilities that are induced
by imposing spatial deformations of the solid. We introduce the barrier function,
which describes the height of the potential energy barrier separating a glassy state
from its neighboring glassy state, as a function of a particular direction in configuration space. Plastic modes—shown to play the role of plasticity carriers in structural
glasses—are defined as collective displacements of the particles that minimize the
barrier function. Our novel framework explains the localized nature of plastic instabilities, and predicts the scaling (with respect to deformation) of stiffnesses asso-
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√
ciated with plastic modes to follow κ ∼ γc − γ, with γc representing the strain at
which a plastic instability sets in. This scaling has been shown numerically to hold
for huge strains, as large as γc − γ ∼ 10−2 away from an instability strain. For this
reason, the framework we propose can be used for a-priori detection of the locus of
imminent plastic instabilities. Finally, we study the geometry of plastic modes and
show that it features interesting dependencies on the loading conditions imposed
on the solid.
In Chapter 4 we expand upon the framework from the previous chapter. We start
by demonstrating that increasing the size of glassy samples leads to the intrusion
of Goldstone modes into the low-frequency regime of the vibrational density of
states, where quasilocalized glassy modes—believed to play a central role in various glassy phenomena—tend to reside. Upon said intrusion of Goldstone modes,
hybridizations between Goldstone modes and soft quasilocalized modes occur, destroying the quasilocalized nature of the latter. This hybridization creates a serious
difficulty in the study of the statistical properties of soft quasilocalized modes, and
their effects on transport and thermodynamic properties of structural glasses. In
order to overcome this difficulty, we propose a framework that embeds a definition of a family of soft quasilocalized nonlinear excitations (labeled by their order
n ≥ 3) that behave like quasilocalized harmonic glassy modes while being entirely
indifferent to the proximity of Goldstone modes and do not suffer hybridizations
whatsoever. We pay special attention to the fourth order excitations (n = 4), as
they are associated with the smallest energies compared to the excitations of other
orders. These seem to be the best candidates to represent soft glassy excitations in
glasses. We also show how nonlinear glassy modes introduced here can be thought
of as the linear elastic response to a very localized force. We propose that the systematic study of such localized forces would help to map out the lowest-energy
modes within a given system.
In Chapter 5 we shift gears and study colloidal glasses using the hard sphere
glass model and event driven simulations. We discuss two methods for calculating
the free energy of colloidal glasses—thermodynamic integration and cell theory.
Thermodynamic integration allows us to calculate how the free energy changes
with the change of the number density of the system. This way, starting with
a sufficiently dilute system as our zero-energy reference, we can create a robust
benchmark against which we are able to test the validity of cell theory. Within cell
theory, a Voronoi cell is assigned to each particle; using the free volume available
to a particle within that cell, the free energy of the particle is estimated. We calculate the free energy of the whole system using cell theory, and compare it to the
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thermodynamic integration results. We show that the comparison is very good for
packing fractions φ & 0.61. For packing fractions 0.58 . φ . 0.61, cell theory
slightly underestimates the free energy, and for φ . 0.58 the system becomes too
dilute and cell theory stops being valid. We also propose a new way of estimating
the free energy of experimental colloidal glasses. The method requires only the
positions of the centers of the particles and their average size. We make use of the
fact that the size of the Voronoi cell of each particle is proportional to its radius to
make an estimate of the particle’s size. Then, we use cell theory to estimate the free
energy of the system. We test this procedure on our simulated data and find that it
gives results similar to the cell theory. In future work we hope to use cell theory as
a local quantifier of glassy disorder, and to correlate it with relaxational dynamics.
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Bij de term “vaste stof” wordt vaak gedacht aan kristallijne materialen, maar een
groot deel van de vaste stoffen in de natuur, zoals glassen, is niet kristallijn. Om
het gedrag van kristallijne materialen te begrijpen, zijn in de loop van tijd veel
wiskundige methoden ontwikkeld om de periodieke en geordende structuren van
deze materialen te analyseren, zoals Bloch-toestanden, Brillouin-zones, k-ruimte,
etc. Glassen zijn daarentegen niet geordend, en daarom is een theoretische analyse
op het eerste gezicht een stuk lastiger.
In dit proefschrift proberen we glassen op microscopisch en micromechanisch
niveau te karakteriseren. De focus ligt daarbij eerst op de mechanische eigenschappen van glassen rond het zwichtpunt, dat wordt bereikt als een materiaal zodanig
wordt vervormd dat het niet meer elastisch terug kan veren, en onherstelbaar
(plastisch) verandert. Hoewel het zwichtpunt veel bestudeerd is, wordt het theoretisch nog niet goed begrepen. We werpen een nieuwe blik op dit probleem door
een microscopische benadering te kiezen, die een micromechanische definitie van
de plasticiteitsdragers bevat. Vervolgens breiden we dit theoretische raamwerk uit
naar een algemenere klasse van lage-energie–excitaties, die universeel in glassen
voorkomen. Als laatste bestuderen we de vrije energie van het harde-bollenmodel
en diens experimentele equivalent, Browns colloïdaal glas. Hier is het doel om de
vrije energie op deeltjesniveau te definiëren, die als brug kan dienen tussen microstructuur en glasachtige dynamica. Deze resultaten staan in de Hoofdstukken
3 t/m 5, die we nu beknopt samenvatten.
In Hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift bestuderen we de micromechanica van de
plastische instabiliteiten die ontstaan als een glas vervormd wordt. We introduceren de barrièrefunctie, die de hoogte van de barrière in potentiële energie tussen
twee naburige glasconfiguraties beschrijft, als functie van de richting in de configuratieruimte. We definiëren plastic modes als de collectieve verplaatsingsrichtingen
van het systeem die de barriërefunctie minimaliseren, en we laten zien dat deze
modes de plasticiteitsdragers zijn in glassen. Ons nieuwe theoretische kader verklaart de gelokaliseerde aard van plastische instabiliteiten, en voorspelt de schaling
√
(als functie van de deformatie) van de stijfheid van plastic modes als κ ∼ γc − γ,
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waar γc de rek (strain) is waar een plastische instabiliteit begint. We laten numeriek
zien dat deze schaling geldig is vér voor de instabiliteit, met γc − γ ∼ 10−2 , zodat
het raamwerk van plastic modes gebruikt kan worden om a-priori de locus van plastische instabiliteiten te detecteren. Tenslotte bestuderen we de geometrie van plastic
modes, en laten we zien dat die afhangt van de manier waarop het glas vervormd
wordt.
In Hoofdstuk 4 breiden we het theoretisch kader van het vorige hoofdstuk
uit. We laten zien dat de Goldstone-toestanden van een glas verschuiven naar
lagere frequenties als de grootte van het glas toeneemt, zodat hun frequentie
samenvalt met de frequentie van quasigelokaliseerde glasexcitaties, die een belangrijke rol spelen in glasspecifieke verschijnselen. Bij het samenvallen van deze
twee soorten excitaties vindt er hybdridisatie plaats, zodat de quasigelokaliseerde
aard van de glasexcitaties verloren gaat. Dit bemoeilijkt het bestuderen van de
statistische eigenschappen van deze quasigelokaliseerde glasexcitaties, en hun invloed op warmtetransport en de thermodynamische eigenschappen van glassen.
Om dit probleem op te lossen, definiëren we een familie van laag-energetische
quasigelokaliseerde nonlineare excitaties (van orde n ≥ 3), die zich gedragen
als quasigelokaliseerde harmonische glasexcitaties, maar tegelijkertijd volledig immuun zijn voor hybridisatie met nabijgelegen Goldstone-toestanden. We bestuderen in het bijzonder vierde-orde excitaties (n = 4), omdat deze een lagere energie hebben dan excitaties van andere orde, en daarom de beste kandidaten zijn
om laag-energetische excitaties in glassen te beschrijven. Verder laten we zien
dat een nonlineare excitatie gezien kan worden als de reactie van het systeem
op een gelokaliseerde kracht, en we stellen voor dat het bestuderen van zulke
gelokaliseerde krachten kan helpen de laag-energetische gelokaliseerde excitaties
van glassen in kaart te brengen.
In Hoofdstuk 5 bestuderen we colloïdale glassen met het harde-bollenmodel
en event driven simulaties. We bespreken twee methoden om de vrije energie te
berekenen—thermodynamische integratie en celtheorie. Met thermodynamische
integratie kan de vrije energie als functie van de deeltjesdichtheid berekend worden, en dit stelt ons in staat om, met een systeem van lage dichtheid als ijkpunt,
een referentieberekening te doen om zo de validiteit van celtheorie te testen. Binnen celtheorie wordt er aan elk deeltje een Voronoi-cel toegewezen; de vrije energie van een deeltje wordt vervolgens geschat met het vrije volume dat voor dat
deeltje beschikbaar is. Het optellen van de vrije energie van alle deeltjes geeft de
vrije energie van het hele systeem, en we vergelijken dit resultaat met het resultaat van thermodynamische integratie. We laten zien dat beide resultaten uitstek-
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end overeenkomen voor pakkingsfractie φ & 0.61. Voor 0.58 . φ . 0.61 geeft
celtheorie een iets te lage vrije energie, en voor φ . 0.58 is celtheorie niet langer
accuraat. In dit hoofdstuk stellen we verder een nieuwe manier voor om de vrije
energie van experimentele colloïdale glassen te schatten, waarvoor alleen de posities van de middelpunten van de deeltjes en hun gemiddelde grootte nodig is. Om
de grootte van een deeltje te schatten gebruiken we het feit dat de straal van een
deeltje evenredig is met het volume van diens Voronoi-cel. Vervolgens kan celtheorie gebruikt worden om de vrije energie van het systeem te berekenen. We testen
deze procedure in simulaties, en vinden resultaten die overeenkomen met celtheorie. In de toekomst hopen we celtheorie te kunnen gebruiken om tot een lokale
quantificatie van wanorde in glassen te komen, en die te correleren met relaxatiedynamica.
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A PPENDIX A
E XPRESSIONS FOR THE EXPANSION
COEFFICIENTS AND HIGHER - ORDER
FORCES
We consider systems in which the potential energy is given by a sum over pairwise
interactions, of the form
U = ∑ ϕ(rij ),
(A.1)
i< j

where rij ≡ |~xij | is the magnitude of the pairwise distance vector ~xij ≡ ~x j − ~xi between the ith and jth particles, and ϕ(r ) is a sphero-symmetric pairwise interaction
potential. The full contraction of (n instances of) the vector field ~z, of N × d¯ components, with the rank-n tensor of derivatives of the potential energy U (n) reads
U

(n)

•~z

(n)

=

bn/2c

∑ ∑

i < j k =0

Φn−k (~xij ·~zij )n−2k (~zij ·~zij )k
k!

k −1 

∏

`=0


n − 2`
.
2

(A.2)

The products in the above equation and in what follows should be understood to
be equal to unity if the upper bound index of the product is smaller or equal to
zero, e.g. for k = 0 in equation (A.2). We next denote the `th derivative of the
pairwise potential φ(r ) with respect to r as φ(`) , then Φ` is spelled out for each
interacting pair of particles as
Φ` =

`−1

∑ ak,`

k =0

ϕ(`−k)
r `+k

(A.3)
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with
a0,0
ak,`

= 1,
= ak,`−1 − (` + k − 2) ak−1,`−1 .

(A.4)

We also work out the contraction of U (n) with one less vector ~z as
U (n) •~z(n−1) =
"

∑

i< j
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+ ( n − 1) ∑
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A PPENDIX B
E XTRACTION OF THE SPATIAL
PROFILES OF QUASILOCALIZED MODES
In order to characterize the spatial structure of various types of modes, we define
z̃2 (r ) as the median of the squared magnitude of the components ẑi · ẑi (no summation implied), taken over a shell of thickness on the order of the nearest-neighbor
distance, and of radius r away from the core of a quasilocalized mode ẑ. We define
the coordinates of the center of quasilocalized mode as

~xcenter =

∑i∈Ω kẑi k2~xi
,
∑i∈Ω kẑi k2

(B.1)

where Ω denotes the set of the w particles with the highest kẑi k2 . For the most
modes that we analyzed, w = 4 was the optimal choice, and we never used w
higher then 10.
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